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Energy crisis special

Spartan partly

Today’s Daily features a four-page special supplement on a
variety of aspects of the current energy crisis with guest
columns, articles and features. The supplement begins on
page 3.

Serving San Jose State University Since

Council to hear charges
presented by Alkisswani
The A.S. Council may hear A.S.
Attorney
General
Fouad
A.
Alkisswani’s list of allegations concerning irregularities in the A.S.
Business Office at today’s 3 p.m.
meeting in the council chambers,
second level of the Student Union.
Earlier this week, Alkisswani said he
and Third World Coalition councilwoman Julie Cogo would present a
resolution at today’s meeting asking
the A.S. personnel board to release data
concerning former A.S. business
manager George Watt’s resignation
last spring.
Personnel board meetings are ordinarily confidential, dating from a
written policy of Feb. 20, 1973.
Cogo could not be reached for comment.
Besides his planned resolution,
Alkisswani asked Glen Guttormsen,
director of business affairs, to resign
because he had postponed two meetings
with Alkisswani.
Guttormsen told the Daily he would
not resign.
He said he would meet with
Alkisswani any time he wants to
discuss matters concerning him but
that it was "inappropriate" to discuss
the business office allegations at this
time.
Because Guttormsen as director of
business affairs is the legal custodian of
A.S. funds, he said he did not want to

Rockefeller
resigns from
governorship
From the Associated Press
ALBANY, N.Y. -- Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller announced yesterday that
he is resigning as governor of New
York. His resignation becomes effective Tuesday.
Rockefeller’s move is seen by many
as the first step of a full-time campaign
for the Presidency. However, the
governor told his news conference, "I
am not a candidate. Whether I will
become a candidate in the future I do
not know. I would like to keep my options open."

discuss the matter until he knew who
would be responsible.
Yesterday, Alkisswani gave a sealed
letter containing three pages listing his
allegations to Dr. Burton Brazil,
executive vice president, concerning
alleged irregularities in the A.S.
business office.
Alkisswani refused to disclose the
specific content of the letter to the
Daily.
Dr. Brazil’s office reported yesterday
that it had received the letter, but Dr,
Brazil had not yet had time to examine
the contents.

The three-time aspirant for the White
House said he was resigning in order to
devote full-time to his duties as
chairmen of two committees, the
Commission on Critical Choices for
Americans and the National Water
Quality Commission.
A member of one of the world’s
wealthiest families, Rockefeller was
first elected governor in 1958 and was
re-elected to office in 1962, 1966 and
1970. His present term lasts until
January, 1975.
Rockefeller ran for President in 1960,
1964, and in 1968. In each campaign he
ran hard but lost the nomination at the
Republican conventions. Despite his
opposition to Richard Nixon in 1968, he
supported the President last year and
nominated Nixon at last year’s GOP
convention.

Energy discussion
igeatures Arab
Part II of the Energy Symposium:
will be held at 1 p.m. today in the SU:
Loma Prieta Room. The topic
"The Energy Crisis and the Middle::
East" and features speakers from.:
the Iranian Students Association.
Also, the film "People’s Struggle::
in Dhofar" will depict the liberation
::. movement of the people in that:
southeastern Arabian province.
Rick Murphy

Prof. Peter Venuto (left) and James Nissen

Moscone speaks

Airport growth
By Dean Daily
A hot debate over the future of the certain class members form themSan Jose Airport is being held in an selves into boards and units similar to
the ones that govern the San Jose
SJSU business class.
Airport. Other students take the roles of
The debate is an exercise in what is various community interests and their
called a "Management and Environ- positions toward the airport. Eighteen
ment Simulation Game" which is being different
are
groups
interest
done as a class exercise in professor represented in the exercise. They inPeter Venuto’s Business Organization
clude government, trade associations,
Environment class.
chambers of commerce and labor
The "game" is based on important unions, environmentalists, churches,
and controveraisl industry in the San anti -population growth forces and
Jose area. The class members organize radicals. The mock representatives for
themselves to simulate the real-life these groups familiarize themselves
conflicts that the chosen industry with the positions of the organizations
represent.
that they represent.
I:1 the case of the proposed airport,
See page nine

here tomorrow
Democratic gubernatorial hopeful
George Moscone, D-San Francisco, will
be on the SJSU campus tomorrow to
speak and answer questions.
Moscone is slated to speak in the S.U.
Montalvo room from 2 to 3 p.m. at a
press conference. He will then move to
the Loma Prieta room for discussion
and questions on such issues as energy,
collective bargaining and health insurance.
Moscone’s appearance is being
sponsored by Students for Moscone, a
group supporting his candidacy for
governor.

Sociology deportment sends letter

Fingerprint affair criticized
By Joanne Gribble
Calling it "clear violations of academic freedom," the
Sociology Department has issued a sharp rebuke of the SJSU
administration’s handling of the "dehiring" of visiting
sociology professor Jessica Mitford during the October
fingerprinting controversy.
The statement, written by a special committee under the
department’s direction and endorsed by individual secret
ballot, charges that the administration extended itself in
"action beyond its proper competence," in trying to dictate
Mitford’s course content.
Sent to Bunzel
The protest letter was sent to SJSU President John H.
Bunzel last Friday but has been in the works since the outset
of the dispute in early October, according to Dr. Geoffrey
Tootell, associate professor sociology and chairman of the
committee.
Mitford was "dehired" after she refused to be fingerprinted, a requirement she said was not in her contract, and
therefore not necessary.
Compromise
A court ordered compromise, however, has her fingerprints in a sealed envelope in the court’s custody, to be
awarded the winner of the litigation now under way.
The department’s pronouncement also condemned the

administration’s handling of replacement classes for those
students threatened with unit loss when Mitford was dehired
in October.
Statements charge
Suggesting that students could gain late entry into other
sociology classes, the administration SJSU’s own policies
and deadlines, the statement charged. The Sociology’s
Department’s solution, which it said was consistent with
existing policies, was to assign another teacher to the class,
but allow guest lecturers, including Mitford. It was rejected
by the administration.
The statement also said that administration’s intent to
dictate course content, materials and speakers was confirmed by Dr. James Sawrey, dean of the School of Social
Science, when he spoke to Mitford’s class.
’Best able to teach’
According to Dr. Tootell, the American Association of
University Professors’ standards provide that experts within
a field, such as sociology or physics, are the most qualified to
decide who is best able to teach a course in that subject.
"People in the administration cannot put themselves in a
position to judge what’s going on in the classroom," he said.
"We realize that his statement concerns events which are
past history," Dr. Tootell said, "but these issues will rise
again as long as the administration is this way."

Harris gives views on amnesty,
what happened in Vietnam
By Kathy Rebello
"If amnesty means doing away with
prison records, forget it. The big application is to face up to what we’ve
done in Vietnam and pledge not to do it
again."

sent men to fight in rice paddies who
only knew hamburger stands," Harris
explained. "They couldn’t distinguish
one gink from another gink and the
Vietnamese knew this, so they used
their culture to fight us. Our only choice
was to destroy the culture."

David Harris, past Stanford
University A.S. president and wellknown draft resister who went to prison
for his beliefs, spoke to Karen Borden’s
speech
communications
class
yesterday morning on the subject of
amnesty.

This he said was the first phase,
titling it "search and destroy." "This
policy followed the same pattern that
the Jews experienced during World
War II," he said.

10 years experience
Using the experience he gained
through 10 years of political organizing
for the peace movement and three
years in four different federal
penitentiaries, he pinpointed the real
issue behind amnesty as being "the
evaluation of what really happened in
Vietnam."
"It is our obligation as people not to
ignore the history involved in Vietnam.
The issue of amnesty allows us to look
at this history and digest our actions.
And, unless we do this, we will be
doomed to repeat those actions."
Covering a span of 10 years, Harris
cited three military strategies used by
the United States that led to its eventual
failure and subsequent withdrawal.
’Disadvantage’
"We began with a disadvantage. We

According to Harris, former husband
of folksinger Joan Baez, this policy
failed. And so the U.S. adopted a "body
count" strategy. "This simply meant,
kill as many slant-eyed people as you
possibly can," Harris said. "My Lai
was not the exception, it was the
military rule."
’Barbaric treatment’
This "harsh and barbaric treatment"
eventually led to the revolting of
American troops. It was at this time,
Harris maintained, that draft
resistance flourished.
"We found that the American foot
soldier just couldn’t stand-up against
the peasant fighter," he said. "And so
we replaced men with machines."
This was the third and final stage.
"We succeeded in destroying half the
homes in the Southeastern Asian
subcontinent," Harris said. "We did it

with weapons and fragmentation
bombs that incinerated total villages.
We came close to annihilating an entire
culture."
It is this history. Harris maintains,
that must be examined before the issue
of amnesty can be resolved.
"But after sitting in the Senate
hearings on amnesty, I’ve realized they
aren’t ready to deal with this kind of
truth," Harris said. "The only kind of
amnesty they might grant, is that for
Richard Nixon."
Three aspects
He spoke of how the government was
concerned with only three aspects of
amnesty: 11 granting it to those who
could articulate a political belief
clearly and who had "already served
time," 21 a conditional agreement if
one consented to two years of national
service, and 3) "forgiving" those who
refused to go to war.
"Least of all I felt I should have been
forgiven," Harris said. "If anyone
should have been forgiven it was the
people who sat back and sent young
men to get their legs blown off."
Harris saw national service as "two
years taken from his life to dump bed
pans." "Besides," he said, "I was doing
a national service by refusing to go to
war and kill people."

Bunzel, reps explore instruction
Students criticize
faculty evaluation
Meeting yesterday, with almost 70 students
representing all the departments on campus, President
John H. Bunzel discussed the quality of education at
SJSU.
Several suggestions were made by the president,
several by the students. Student criticism was levied
primarily against faculty members, but no names were
mentioned.
Students were concerned especially with the means of
evaluating their professors. A questionnaire is now being
used, usually administered near the end of the semester.
Dr. Bunzel said no tenure was granted to faculty members
without this student evaluation.
Several students questioned the effectiveness of the
questionnaire. As far as serving as feedback to the
professor. Others said the questionnaire was sometimes
administered too early in the semester to be accurate.
Some felt it should be administered in every class of
every professor. Dr. Bunzel said Mt landget wadd not
allow for complete faculty evaluations, lidding, "What we
do here is what we can do, not always what we should do."
One student asked how to evaluate a professor since
each person would judge different qualities important in a
good teacher. Dr. Bunzel said a good deal of evaluation is
impressionistic, more of an art than a science.
A fellow student suggested students evaluating teachers

should ask themselves, "Would I pay tuition to be in this
class; have I learned anything worth paying for?"
Dr. Bunzel himself criticized the questionnaire because
it does not provide a comparison of faculty within a
department.

But beyond the questionnaire, he asked the students
what else they could to to voice their ideas and complaints.
He suggested contacting department chairmen. Several
students said speaking to the chairman of their depart-

President John H. Bunzel (center) talks with student reps.

Bart Rat,

ments had solved problems.
Dr. Bunzel said he wants a "groundswell of student
concern to get at the real problem. No anti input or pro."
He said he was expecially interested in the role of
majors assessing the teaching in their fields.
He posed a question: "Suppose a faulty member is
coming up for tenure. Is there any way for majors to aid in
evaluating the professor?"
Some students said through letters for that person’s file.
The personal file, however, is open, Bunzel explained, and
many students are hesitant to write critical letters that
can be read by the faculty member.
Substantive, analytical letters would be noticed, Bunzel
said, because they are fairly rare.
Letters should be put in every year, said another
student, not just the year of tenure evaluation.
Many students asked the necessity of tenure at all,
saying other occupations did not have any life-time
guarantees. Others argued it was defensible since
teachers need job security. One student suggested a
contract then, not a life-time tenure.
Dr. Bunzel said tenure is here to stay and students
should therefore be concerned with post-tenure review.
He said the Academic Council is now studying post’
tenure review and told interested students to contact it.
Students questioned how to get rid of bad professors
once they had been tenured, and Dr. Bunzel clarified that
post-tenure review would be used promotions not firing of
bad professors.
"Some people we have to live with until they’re put out
to pasture. We may not be able to get rid of them, but we
can reward those who are above them."
Dr. Bunzel said he wanted to meet with the students
again in two months and see what work they had done.

Editorial

Cooperation is imperative
The Middle East peace conference is set for next
Tuesday in Geneva, but recent developments continue
to sour what should be a climate of reconciliation.
The cease-fire negotiated a month and a half ago
continues to be violated and settlement talks have
accomplished little.
The United Nations Emergency Force stationed on
the Egyptian-Israeli front lines reported 41 cease-fire
violations last Friday alone, including 14 cases of air
activity. Israel has reported 57 deaths since the ceasefire took effect in late October, but Egyptian and
Syrian forces have not announced any casualties.
Surely, they have suffered losses too.
What is so discouraging to us on the outside is the
lack of agreement on the six points each side pledged
to discuss when the cease-fire went into effect.
Mideast talks collapsed last Thursday when
Egyptian representatives walked out, claiming Israel
was unyeilding on the disengagement of Egyptian and
Israeli troops in the area.
Sunday, Arab oil ministers said they would institute
a 5 per cent in oil shipments to European nations,
effective in January, unless Israel agrees to withdraw
from all land seized in both the October war and the
1967 war.
And Tuesday, Israeli Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan announced Israel would not talk peace with
Syria until a list of Syrian-held war prisoners is turned
over.

Radical
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‘Wars are not mistakes’
Gregory T. For(I
country of Oman. Oman is situated
in the southeast section of the Arab
peninsula, directly east of the
People’s Democratic Republic of
Yemen ( south Yemen), which
achieved liberation in 1967 after
many years of revolutionary
struggle.
Under the leadership of the
Popular Front for the Liberation of
Oman and the Arabian Gulf, the
people of Dhofar are becoming
stronger each year in their effort to
overthrow the Sultan Qabus, the
ruler of Oman, who represents the
oil interests of the U.S. and Britain.
Already they have liberated almost
all of Dhofar, emancipating over
250,000 people!
The successes of the revolution in
Dhofar is inspring the development of other liberation struggles
in the Persian Gulf region. When
these struggles reach more advanced stages, it will pose a grave
threat to the plans of Nixon and his
imperialist friends.
The visits of Nixon, and then of
Secretary Rogers to the Shah of
Iran; the visit of oil millionaires
( on a "good will" mission
representing the American people )
to Sultan Qabus of Oman; and the
launching of British air and ground
attacks on the Peoples Republic of

Perhaps a U.N. force could be deployed in the area
designated as the permanent boundary, with its duties
identical to the neutral troops still patrolling the 38th
parallel in Korea.
But in any case, it remains imperative that the
belligerents come to an understanding on their own.
Though the United States, the Soviet Union and the
United Nations have played a vital role in limiting
Mideast warfare, despite continuing cease-fire
violations, the success of the Geneva conference
depends heavily on constructive, rational participation by each of the countries directly involved in
the hostilities.
Otherwise, any forced settlement engineered at the
conference can be nothing more than a tenuous one.

Daily Forum
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A major test of the "Nixon
Doctrine" in U.S. foreign policy is
occurring in the area where 70 per
cent of the world’s known oil
reserves exist. The strategic
Persian Gulf area is currently the
scene of a little publicized but
crucial revolutionary movement
centered in Omanian province of
Dhofar.
At a time when the U.S. government, Nixon, and the oil companies are using the alleged
"energy crisis" to whip up sentiment for possible military actions
to seize control of Arab oil, we must
seek to learn about the situation in
the Gulf area.
Nixon’s strategy in the Middle
East is to use Zionist Israel as a
tool to maintain a power base in the
eastern Mediterranean, and to sue
the fascist Shah of Iran, and the
reactionary rulers of the Arab
countries as defenders of U.S.
interests in other areas of the
Middle East. By doing this, Nixon
can avoid, or at least delay, direct
U.S. intervention for the time
being.
A great potential monkey wrench
in Nixon’s plan, however, is
liberation struggles such as the one
in Dhofar.
Dhofar is a province in the

If nothing else, these developments serve to point
land, historically, the
out the main controversy
principal issue in Arab-Israeli clashes.
The Six-Day War of 1967, of course, ended with
Israel capturing the desolate Sinai Peninsula, a
territory which it continues to occupy today with the
contention that the land provides a necessary buffer
zone against Egypt. Egypt, quite naturally, wishes to
regain the Sinai, as well as all other territory lost
during the recent October war.
To us, it would appear the most reasonable solution
is to find a permanent boundary acceptable to both the
Arabs and the Israelis.

Yemen, as well as the liberation
fighters in Dhofar, indicates that
impending
of
something
significance is now being planned
by Nixon & Co.
What is brewing is that the U.S.
warmakers )the same folks who
brought us the Vietnam War) are
planning to use local reactionary
rulers to crush the spreading
revolutions in order to consolidate
an imperialist stronghold for the
beneift of the U.S. monopolycorporations.
All progressive Americans
should recognize the fact that wars
like Vietnam are not mistakes, but
are logical outcomes of an expansionist economic system.
Another tragic war is in the
making in the Middle East and
Persian Gulf area. We as students
and as concerned Americans
should become informed about the
situation in the Middle East so that
we can let the warmongers who
rule our country know that we are
sick to death of wars that benifit no
one except a privilprivilged few.
The HSU urges everyone to see
the film "Peoples Revolution
Dhofar" on Wednesday, Dec. 12 at
1 pin in the Loma Prieta room,
Student Union.
Find out what’s happening!
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Letters to the Editor
Mideast ‘corrections’
Jews of Motza and Hebron were
ruthlessly massacred at that time,
according to a letter to the editor of
The New York Times written Sept.
21, 1972 by Abbot Leo A. Rudloff.
Finally, Alkisswani says that
Moshe Menuhin is a renowned
Jewish
writer.
Come
on,
Alkisswani, quote me one
Alkisswani wrote that the
statement ever published in any
Hagana and other organizations
"massacred innocent Arab women
and children in the village of Deir
Yassin." He should read the article
Hubert Humphrey, campaigning
written by Unes Ahmad Assad,
that appeared in the Jordanian for president in 1968, said on more
than one occasion, "I have been
daily, Al Urdun, April 9, 1955.
fighting for tax reform for more
Assad wrote: "The Jews never than 20 years and I don’t intend to
intended to hurt the population of quit now." With that, people sat
the village, but were forced to do so back, confident that their elected
after they met enemy fire from the officials were truly representing
population which killed the Irgun their interests as taxpayers.
commander."
Since that time we’ve come to
Deir Yassin was not an isolated find out that Ronald Reagan didn’t
incident. It was part of a war that pay taxes in 1972. Now, lo and
had begun earlier when Arabs behold, Dick Nixon is suspected of
massacred forty unarmed workers the same thing. These two cases
at the Haifa oil refineries. The are not isolated. They represent
Editor:
Fouad A. Alkisswani, the A.S.
attorney general, should be concerned with facts. His letter to the
editor, that appeared in yesterday’s Spartan Daily, contained
some distortions that must be
clarified.

He was alive, but blind and disfigured
He would like to eat solid foods.
Injects nourishment
Since 1968, he has eaten nothing
but liquids. He uses a large syringe
to squirt liquid foods down his
throat.
Last year, through some friends
of his brother, Bailey met a doctor
who specializes in facial surgery.
The doctor, Charles Janda of Oak
Brook, Ill., said he believed he
could reconstruct Bailey’s face so
that he could eat solid foods.
But it would require a series of at
least six separate operations,
possibly more.
Bailey eagerly agreed, and the
first operation was performed at
Mercy Hospital here.
Then Janda and the hospital sent
their bills to the Veterans
Administration.
They did this because Bailey and
his brother were under the impression that the VA would pay for
any treatment he needed that
wasn’t available in the VA.
The VA refuses to pay the bills.
The reason was explained in a
remarkable letter sent to Bailey by
a VA official.
"Dear Mr. Bailey:
"Reference is made to the enclosed invoice for services given to
you for selective plastic surgery
done on Sept. 22, 1972.
"It is regretted that payments on
the above cannot be approved,

since the treatment was for a
condition other than that of your
service-connected disability.
"Outpatient treatment and-or
medication may only be authorized
for the treatment of a disability

property prettier, we can do
whatever is humanly possible for
this man’s face.
Only to swallow
But Bailey insists it isn’t his appearance that concerns him. He
knows it will never be normal.
He explains his feelings in an
appeal he filed months ago with the
VA:
"The only thing I am asking for
is the ability to chew and swallow
my food.
"This was the purpose for the
whole series of painful and unsuccessful operations I underwent
in Hines Hospital between the day
of my injury on May 6, 1968, and
my eventual discharge from the
I read through his medical hospital in 1971.
records. He could have received a
"At the time, I was told the very
100 per cent disability rating for depressing news that nothing
any of four separate reasons. He further could be done.
could have received an 80 per cent
"I will never be able to accept
disability rating for another this decision ... "
reason, and a 30-per cent rating for
In some bureaucrat’s file cabinet
still another.
is Bailey’s appeal. It has been
The medical report uses such there for many months.
language as "scars, disfiguring ...
Every day that it sits there,
exceptional repugnant deformity Bailey takes his syringe and
... entire midface is missing ... squirst liquid nourishment down
massive facial injury."
his throat.
Bailey believes that the VA
If his appeal is turned down, he
thinks he wants the surgery just to will spend the rest of his life doing
look better, that it is "cosmetic" that. Not even once will be be able
surgery.
to sit down and eat at the dinner
Even if that were so, then why in table with his brother’s family.
the hell not? If we can affort $5 Before going back down to the
million to make the San Clemente basement to knit hats.

nose. Now he has none. People
could look at him. Now most of
them turn away.
So how can this surgery be for
anything else but his "serviceconnected disability?"

Mike Royko

Chicago Daily News
which has been adjudicated by the
Veterans Administration as incurred in or aggravated by
military service.
"Any expense involved for this
condition must be a personal
transaction between you and the
doctor."
Not connected
It is astonishing, I know, but the
VA actually told him that he was
being treated for something "other
than that of your service-connected
disability."
I can’t even begin to comprehend
what they can be talking about.
Until he was hit by a rocket, he had
teeth. Now he has none. He had
eyes. Now he has none. He had a

Jewish periodical anywhere in the
world by any reputable Jewish
organization that says Menuhin is a
renowned Jewish writer. I for one
am not at all impressed by the fact
that he is the father of Yehudi
Menuhin.
Dr. Robert E. Levinson
Associate Professor of History

Tax reformershow serious?

Commentary

CHICAGO
Leroy Bailey had
just turned 26. He was one of seven
kids from a broken family in
Maine. He had been in the infantry
in Vietnam only one month.
Then the rocket tore through the
roof of his tent while he was
sleeping and exploded in his face.
He was alive when the medics
pulled him out. But he was blind.
And his face was gone. It’s the
simplest way to describe it: He no
longer had a face.
That was in the spring of 1968. He
went to an Army hospital, was
discharged and shipped to Hines
VA Hospital, west of Chicago.
After three years and much
surgery, they told him there was
little more they could do for him.
He still had no face.
Now Bailey spends most his life
in the basement of his brother’s
home in La Grange, Ill. The
brother moved here from the East
to be near him while he was
hospitalized.
He knits wool hats, which a
friend sells for him. He listens to
the radio or to a tape player.
Because of his terrible wound,
most of the goals and pleasures of
men his age will always be denied
him.
But there is one thing he would
like to be able to do some day. It
isn’t much, because most of us take
it for granted.
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the rule rather than the exception
with our leaders and the corporations they represent.
Why should these men, some of
whom are extremely wealthy
( Rockefeller, Ted Kennedy et al),
others merely rich (Percy, Daley,
Ervin, etc.), want to reform taxes?
It certainly would not serve their
best interests. Who is Kennedy
trying to fool when he insists on tax
reform?
Is he really willing to give up
some of his tax shelters, capital
gains write-offs, and money-saving
allotments reserved exclusively
for the rich? If the working person
really thinks he is, then tax reform
has a long way to go before it is
realized.
Of course Hubert Humphrey is
fighting for tax reform. So is
Cranston, Hart, Dellums, Weicker,
and Baker. But they have absolutely nothing to show for their
many years of effort. The rich
today are as entrenched as they
have ever been. One reason is that
politicians favor them. Another is
that they favor politicians.
Together they have stalled
progress towards real tax reform.
We must know how we got into this
unequitable situation before we
can find our way out. With the help
of Ronald Reagan and Richard
help,
unexpected
Nixon’s
something might begin to pop.
Dennis Martinez
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Lights down, crime up
By Lori Rauh
The lights across campus grew
dim six weeks ago.
As a result of a request from
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke to cut
back on fuel and electrical power
consumption and letters from
PG&E to conserve, Buildings and
Grounds maintenance have cut

down on the lighting and ventilation around campus.
According to Byron Bollinger,
superintendent of buildings and
grounds, the move was done
voluntarily.
"The only lights completely out
are those in the Student Union, the
Business Building, Duncan Hall

’There is still plenty of lighting’

Bart Rex

and the flood lights outside of the
tower. There are lights every 20
feet in front of the Student Union.
That’s just too many and they had
to be shut off.
"Our reports have it that there is
still plenty of lighting and that no
areas are too dark."
The effects of the darkness have
been detrimental, though, in terms
of the rise in rate of crime, as
reported by Officer Richard
Malone of University Police.
-A darkly lit area is more of a
temptation. There has been a
definite increase in car tamperings
and burglaries, especially in the
south garage. There is merely spot
lighting in the stairwells of the
garage and near the telephone
booths," Malone claimed.
Russ Lansford, investigator
from University Police, stressed
the importance of a crisis in
relation to people’s safety.
"I go along with the energy crisis
but there should be a better survey
of these darkened areas on campus. The entire power in the
buildings should not be shut off,
perhaps just every other light," he
explained.
But, as Captain Haller of the
Records Division of the San Jose
Police Department commented,
"When records of sex crimes are
being counted, we just don’t have
that many. When it comes to rape
and other sex offenses, women are
most reluctant to make reports."
One woman, however, wasn’t
hesitant in reporting her experience in front of the old Science
Building en route to the library to
do research. Her case was one of
the man’s attempt at sexual
gratification.
"A point should be made to encourage women to report incidents

such as mine. Women should write
to Buildings and Grounds to encourage them to turn the lights
back on. Darkened areas only
encourage crime," she emphasized.
Another woman who had an
unfortunate experience in one of
the restrooms with a "peeping
torn" claims, "It’s really a
question of saving energy or
preventing crime. When it comes
to sex offenses there should be no
question in anyone’s mind.
Nelly Perez, an advocate of
Women Against Rape ( WAR) and
one heavily involved in the
Women’s Center on campus is of
the opinion that "they are getting
more calls from women that are
being hassled within the past
month."

Perez also believes the administration on campus should set
a date for a public hearing with
students, officials from buildings
and
grounds
maintenance,
university police and the Student
Council to discuss measures to be
taken concerning lighting on
campus.
"It is the students that have to
walk to their cars at night. Not just
women but all students are affected directly by this situation.

Gas pumps
might be
replaced
as prices
spiral up

"One of the ways people can do this,"
Oimoen said, "is to cut outdoor lights
wherever safety permits."
This, necessarily, would mean decorative
outdoor Christmas lights.
The city of San Jose, which traditionally
presents a large lighted display in front of City
Hall on 801 North First St., as well as a large
tree in downtown San Jose, has cancelled
plans for the displays this year, according to
Ed Lewis of the city’s architecture department.
A summary of the city’s energy crisis plan
was presented to the City Council Tuesday
night by the architecture department.
San Jose’s larger department stores and
shopping centers, long known for their
elaborate holiday displays, will be devoid of
lighted exhibits in keeping with the national
tone of energy conservation.

Neither will Valley Fair Shopping Center on
Stevens Creek Boulevard have any outdoor
lighted displays, although there will be
Christmas decorations.
Reese Williams, the shopping center’s
general manager, said the contract to have
the decorations put up by a private firm was
signed in June, so they went up as planned.
"They’re up, but they’re dark," Williams
said.

By Debbie Carvalho
If gas prices hit $1 a gallon, every gas pump in
America would have to be replaced.
San Jose gas dealers aren’t too worried about it,
however.
"It’s not my problem. It is up to the company to
replace the pumps since they own them," said
Aggie Garcia, owner of Aggie’s Arco.
Gordon Phillips, owner of Phillips Chevron,
agrees with Garcia, as do many other dealers.
Ninety per cent of the gas pumps in the United
States can’t list prices above 99.9 cents, and 10 per
cent can’t exhibit gallon prices above 49.9 cents,
according to Joseph Guidry of Tokheim Corporation, a company which makes gas pumps.
Gasoline pumps manufactured before 1962 are
designed to list prices up to 49.9 cents, and if converted by a special kit, can list prices up to 99.9
cents.
"There isn’t a ’computer’ on the market that goes
beyond 99.9 cents a gallon," said Guidry, adding
"Every gas station in the U.S. would need a new
’computer.’ I doubt if a kit could be made to convert
present pumps."
San Jose gas dealers, who are against higher gas
prices, believe this will deter oil companies from
raising their prices that high.
"Oil companies aren’t going to want to spend the
money to change pumps," said one San Jose gas
station dealer.
"This is fine with me. I am against higher prices
because the average man who needs gas to get to
work won’t be able to afford it," he added.
Garcia said, "Rationing would be better than
higher prices because everyone will get an equal
amount. You see, people with money, it’d make no
difference to them. But the average guy is the one
who’ll suffer."
Phillips said closing down stations at certain
times is a better answer to the shortage situation.
Gas stations are getting less gas from the major
oil companies, but higher prices. Shell and ARCO
have both hiked prices. ARCO raised its prices two
cents amilitilec. 1, and most Shell gas stations in the
Bay Area are selling gas at over 50-cents a gallon.
Garcia, who sells ARCO gasoline, is selling his
gas at 44.9 for regular and 48.9 for supreme. The
average price for ARCO is about one cent above
that.
Some San Jose gas stations have been cut about
2,500 gallons from last month. Garcia is down from

The sudden jolt of a worldwide energy shortage is of major concern to
all. The jolt, however, has left many important questions unanswered.
The Spartan Daily has compiled a series of articles on various aspects
of the predicted crisis in an effort to help clear up such questions. The
articles are presented in this special four page supplement.

Offshore oil rigs
resume pumping

"Those who feel strongly about
turning the lights on again can sign
a petition here at the Women’s
Center. The petition is designed to
let people know what is going on."

Sears and Roebuck Company, on San Carlos
St. and Meridian Ave., will not have its usual
outdoor display, according to a secretary to
the manager, nor will there be any indoor
lighted displays.

He added that the center expects to cut its
usual holiday electricity consumption by 20 to
30 per cent.

The State Lands Commission
voted unanimously yesterday to
resume offshore oil drilling in the
Santa Barbara Channel on a caseby-case basis. The move ends a
four and one-half year moratorium
on drilling there.
This action, of reopening marine
oil fields, is one of the responses to
the energy shortage prompted by
Ar5b countries cutting off exports
to the U.S.
The United States now consumes
17.3 million barrels of oil a day, but
10 million of those barrels are
produced domestically.
According to the American
Petroleum Institute, an estimated
36 barrels of recoverable oil
are available in domestic marine
oil fields. However, recovering that
oil is often a difficult and expensive
task.
One hole, for every nine exploratory holes drilled, yields oil.
Adding that expense to the expense
of building drilling platforms and

16,000 to 13,000 this month. Phillips is down five per
cent from last year, but says he has an ample
supply of gas.
Gas dealers still are not allowed to raise their
prices more than the company’s cost to the dealers.
"This is keeping the gas station owners at a
seven-cent margin per gallon, but we need at least
nine or lOcents," explained Ken Davis, president of
the San Jose chapter of the National Service
Stations Dealers, who is also strongly opposed to
closing stations on Sunday.
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According to Perez, WAR is
experiencing more of a community
increase in calls. "Let’s not wait
until we have a body count. The
darkness on campus and around
the entire community is a good
situation for rapists," she asserted.

Eliminating outdoor Christmas lights
on four homes equals 42 gallons oil
Eliminating outdoor Christmas lights on
four homes could save a 42-gallon barrel of
fuel oil, according to figures released by the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company ( PG&E).
The fuel oil needed to light those bulbs
( assuming an average use of 100 outdoor bulbs
on each of the four homes) at 15 watts each,
burning for 20 December nights for six hours
a total of 120 kilowatt hours, or 1000 watts of
energy used for 60 minutes, equals the energy
provided by one-fourth barrel of fuel oil.
"Saving fuel oil is the problem," according
to Bud Oimoen, district marketing supervisor
for PG&E in San Jose. "We have the capacity
to generate the electricity, not the fuel oil."
Because of this shortage, Oimoen said
PG&E is passing along to its customers the
state Public Utilities Commission directive to
voluntarily cut back energy consumption by
10 per cent.

The

having to drill through an average
depth of 700 to 900 feet makes offshore oil drilling very expensive,
said the Institute.
The average cost of drilling an
onshore well is $90,000, compared
to $600,000 for an offshore well.
However, some offshore platforms
may have as many as 60 wells,
which brings the drilling cost
down. The number of wells drilled
from one platform is dependent on
the size and quality of the oil
deposit.
A cheaper method of offshore
drilling, still in the research stage,
is the possibility of drilling and
pumping oil from a ship. If perfected, this method would allow oil
producers to drill deeper, tapping
oil deposits that cannot be reached
with present technology.
This method, according to the
Institute, would be less expensive
because the ship could be reused
when a drilling site is used up.

Davis said the Cost of Living Council and the
President are owned by the big companies and are
giving the big companies what they want at the risk
of forcing all local gas stations out of business.
One of the problems for the gas shortage, according to both Davis and Garcia, is that cars don’t
get 15-20 miles per gallon nowadays like they did
years ago.
"With cars using more gas to go the same
distance, there’s definitely a greater demand for
gas," Garcia said.
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The energy shortage: real or fake?

Dr. Donald Aitken, a Stanford
graduate with a PhD in physics,
was chairman of SJSU’s Department of Environmental Studies
from 1970 to 1973 and is now a
professor in the department.
He has been active in environmental organizations, including Friends of the Earth and
enCalifornia
as
served
vironmental consultant in 1967.

Future crisis looms;

Alternate power needed;

problems must be met

oil ’real key to crisis’

development of oil shale, and
Federal monies for that purpose
are just now being authorized;
Last Friday the House Commerce Committee approved a bill
( requested by President Nixon)
that woulld essentially suspend
clean air regulations;
And, as mentioned earlier, the
administration is now reversing
the earlier decision that had
removed the most hazardous areas
of the Santa Barbara Channel from
oil drilling.
So, while make a shambles of
whatever environmental "policy"
it might have pretended to have,
our federal government is taking
steps to guarantee an undiminished availability of energy.
Progress measured wrongly
We now measure social progress
in growth, power, wealth, and
sheer change, rather than in
human ( and humane ) terms. And
when we can’t invent a profitable
new product to promote this kind of
progress, we re-invent an old one,
but always in a way that causes
more energy to be consumed in its
manufacture and use than before.
Indeed, if our cherished GNP
symbol ( Gross National Product)
is plotted as a function of our
nation’s energy consumption, a
steeply rising straight line results,
demonstrating that our "growth"
and our energy consumption go
hand-in-hand: the one results from
an ever-increasing amount of the
other.
Perhaps the ultimate clues as to
what is actually going on under the
guise of the energy crisis can be
seen in four more currently
reported activities:
time when small
At a
businesses in general - and independent competitors to the big
oil companies in particular, are
being forced to shut down, the giant
oil and auto companies are soon to
be exempted from anti-trust
legislation to legalize collusion on
behalf of meeting the "needs" of
the crisis;
Recreational Vehicles
The previously -mentioned bill
just out of the House Commerce
Committee also contained an

amendment designed to protect
Sen. Clark L. Bradley, R-San
recreational vehicles that would Jose, was graduated from SJSU
positive reason for what we do
otherwise be threatened by the fuel and from Hastings Law College at come.
Natural gas is in growing short ship.
economy measures ( using them the University of California.
011, natural gas, electricity
wastes fuel and causes enHe was elected to the State supply, but again more oil could
So there is a crisis which means
vironmental destruction, but Legislature in 1953 and served in extend this source of energy which
manufacturing them contributes to the Assembly through 1962, when is being called on to make up for we are very close to a real shortage, mainly in oil and next in
the oil shortage.
our "economic expansion"); he was elected senator.
natural gas, with electricity third.
President Nixon just installed
Oil real key
If the Arab sources open up in the
a new energy chief who opposes
Oil, then, is the real key to the next three to four months - the
I am frequently asked if, in fact,
government control over private
crisis. There is plenty of oil in crisis and the shortage will end. If
industry and thus won’t tamper there is an energy crisis.
North Africa and the Middle East not, the crisis will become a reality
is
such
a
there
opinion,
In
my
with private enterprise, and who,
Our country is currently entering
to supply Europe, Japan, and to in the form of a shortage and
is
defined
"crisis"
word
crisis.
The
unlike his predecessor, believes in
a potentially serious social crisis,
make up our deficiency. The
high prices and taxes rather than in Webster as being "a crucial United States of America is no rationing.
but it is not the one that we conof
an
We are still supplying our allies
progress
the
in
point
turning
a
promoting
thus
of
fuels,
rationing
with
about
hear
and
stantly read
longer able to wholly supply our in Israel, South Korea, Cambodia,
have
a
we
to
say
not
This
is
event."
the
make
only
would
that
system
the name the "Energy Crisis."
needs although, if Congress had not
rich grumble a little, while the poor shortage, but we have reached a been scared off by the en- South Viet Nam and other small
Rather, I am led by cirwhich
nations - probably helping Holland
crisis
or
point
turning
would suffer from an evercumstances to believe that a false
vironmental groups, the Alaska - all of which is fulfilling a
widening disparity between could lead to a shortage.
"energy crisis" is either being
Even so, we should consider that pipeline today would have been necessary obligation.
themselves and the ".haves"; and
engineered to promote a conNew car power
energy
is related to several forms. built and coming into full use. Also,
is
President
when
the
At
a
time
a
at
power
and
wealth
of
centration
With all this, a very good lesson
oil, and natural gas are the Santa Barbara Channel field
Electricity,
mounting
with
confronted
being
dizzying pace, or that international
could
now
be
in
full
operation
and,
evidence of his own impeachable the three about which we are most between these two sources, we is coming out of this crisis - and
circumstances have provided an
actions, he is requestingand being concerned. In some areas of would not be in a "crisis" position. that is, the day is coming when the
unusually advantageous opoil reserves of the world will be
given --unprecedented powers, California, there is not even a crisis
portunity to accomplish the same
used up. knowing this, research is
perhaps equivalent to emergency in regards to supplies of electricity.
ends.
change
could
The Arab situation
Sacramento
being speeded up to invent a new
example,
powers in time of war, and asking For
In either case, the result is to
for the better overnight. The Arabs
us to rally behind him in this time Municipal Utility District has would rather have American type of power unit for our cars
render inevitable, rather than to
which will be applicable to many
ample generating plants using
of crisis;
prevent, even more serious crises.
dollars than francs, rubles, marks,
other forms of transportation. The
falling water to ensure the District
General Motors
We read in Monday’s San
pounds, and I really don’t see
or
The famous remark by Charles of all the electricity needed for the them cutting off sales to the United sooner the better, in order to
Francisco Chronicle that exWilson, former President of next several years; it nearly States for too long - war or no war. prolong our oil reserves for other
ploratory oil drilling is soon to start
needs and, to solve the main
General Motors and also Secretary completed inland nuclear power
again not just in the Santa Barbara
lam asked why the United States source of air pollution, which is our
of Defense in the Eisenhower plant will add to its reserves.
Channel, but in those deepwater
is exporting oil, and this is really a internal combustion automobile
PG&E in bind
administration, that "What’s good
channel leases that may be the
Pacific Gas and Electric would sham question. We use about 18 engines large or small.
for General Motors is good for the
most conducive to "blowouts".
These inventions will come
country," is finally coming home to not be in a bind today if it could get million barrels of oil a day. We
We must look for other clues as to
roost. So long as we continue to Middle East oil for its steam export about 1 million barrels a because now there is a proven need
what is really the case in the
believe that, we are committing generating plants, i.e., the com- year, and then only to a few and, "Necessity is the Mother of
energy crisis. First, consider the
ourselves to social crisis upon pany has ample plants, but with the American industries, mainly in Invention" and always has been. In
events as reported in the media:
crisis, in a scale that will soon Israeli-Arab conflict and, but for South America, which have to rely the meantime, patience on our part
Not only has the long-stalled
dwarf the inconvenience that we this it would have good reserves on oil for the operation of their will help, as well as being as saving
( and environmentally hazardous )
for the generation of electricity for plants. The amount exported is as possible in the use of each of
might suffer from the present one.
Alaskan pipeline recently been
But our present official response today’s needs and several years to really nothing and there is a these three forms of energy.
authorized, but now we hear
to the current crisis is only to
President Nixon’s brand-new
strengthen our national comenergy chief William Simon telling
mitment to Wilson’s view.
us that we’ll need a second pipeline
We are, therefore, not meeting
if we are to make "swift" and
the present pseudo-crisis so much
"maximum" use of the Alaskan
as we are taking the fortuitous
oil;
Notwithstanding a 3,200 page
opportunity of the Arab-Israeli war
Environmental Impact Statement
to lay the foundations for much
worse in the future.
which revealed that development
of oil shale would have both serious
To subvert the oft-quoted line Editor:
from existing fields. Our consumption of petroleum,
environmental and social confrom Pogo, we have met the
In recent weeks a great deal of misinformation has however, has increased from 5.36 billion barrels in
sequences, the Secretary of the
enemy, and "it sure as Hell ain’t appeared in the news media regarding the energy 1970 (an average of 14.7 million barrels per day) to
us!"
Interior is purported to be about
crisis, but the article entitled "Consumers Get the approximately 17.1 million barrels per day on
ready to lease federal land in three
The real crisis today is only that Screws" by Paul Stewart (Dec. 5,1973) is a monument November 1 of this year a 16 per cent increase.
western states for experimental
we are ignoring these realities.
The energy crisis is real and it is world-wide. Some
to irresponsible reporting.
Mr. Stewart asks, "Why did we export over three of us dared to suggest a number of years ago that
billion tons of oil to Japan less than two weeks ago?" America’s exponential growth rate in energy conThe answer is that we didn’t, for the quite obvious sumption could not continue for very much longer
reason that three billion tons translates into 19 billion without some very serious consequences.
barrels, which is more than five times the total annual
Mr. Stewart is correct in his assertion that the
U.S. production of crude oil.
American consumer w ill suffer a little and pay higher
Mr. Stewart also says, "The latest production prices for the energy he
uses. He should, because he is
The energy crisis has generated perhaps somewhat longer." -"I don’t think most of us have the figures show that gas and oil production has almost the ultimate cause of the problem. The consumer has
...
"
He
doesn’t
tripled)
doubled
(and
in
some
cases
quite a lot of conversation in recent President Richard Nixon.
foggiest idea of what’s happening
not been paying the true cost of the energy he uses,
tell us the time period over which this increase is
months. Everyone has their own
"The energy crisis is potentially because all the information is in
alleged to have occured, but U.S. production of crude including environmental costs, and the low cost of
idea about the size, intensity, more serious than any challenge the hands of the oil companies. If I
causes, and effects of the current this nation has faced short of war." may say so, what we need now are oil has not doubled within the last 20 years. As a energy relative to other commodities has led to exmatter of fact, domestic crude production peaked at cessive consumption and waste. The days of cheap
shortages and what should be done
John Love, former top their tapes."
3.517 billion barrels in 1970 and has declined since energy are over, and Mr. Stewart would do well to
to deal with the problem.
White House energy official
--Barry Commoner,
then. A further decline has occured during 1973. The recognize that fact and direct his energies to some
Here are parts of what a few
"I think this energy crisis can be environmental author
constructive steps to reduce consumption.
people have to say:
one of the greatest opportunities
"Oil energy policy has always principal cause of this decline appears to be resource
Donald F. Anthrop
depletion, and although there is more oil to be
"The energy shortage is a we’ve ever had. I’m an eternal been too important to be left in the
Acting Chariman and Associate Professor
discovered, it is quite possible that future discoveries
temporary problem, a problem optimist on this."
hands of oil men."
Department of Environmental Studies
that is going to exist for this year,
Gov. Ronald Reagan
Bradshaw, will do little more than offset declining production
--Thornton
Richfield.
President, Atlantic
"The oil shortage will last as long
as most of us will live."
Frank N. Ihard, president, the
American Petroleum Institute.
"The energy crisis is a cruel Editor:
hoax perpetrated upon the
In response to Mr. Hummel’s letter to the editor,
American people by the oil com- "short sighted", I’d like to state the following:
panies for the purposes of higher
First, I think he’s placing the blame on the wrong
prices, better tax breaks, and the organizations. Calling the Sierra Club responsible for
environmental
lessening
of
our present condition reminds me too much of the
ilb LNE_Ko/ CKI515
standards."
President’s speech, welcoming the POWs.
--Ralph Nader, conHe put the full blame of the extended U.S. insumer advocate
volvement on the peace rallies and demonstrations,
"I am absolutely convinced that when in reality these were the very catalysts that
unless we act immediately and forced action on the removal of the U.S. ground troops
intelligently, we may well be from Vietnam.
facing the most serious economic
The blame should be placed where it belongs. It
crisis in the last 40 years.
belongs on the Nixon administration and the big oil
Assembly Speaker Bob businesses. Mr. Hummel should note that the conMoretti
troversial "Alaskan Pipeline" is now under con"The worldwide energy shortage struction.
could generate serious inNote also that most competetive gas dealers are
ternational confrontations."
either dead or dying and what about the price of a
--J.K. Jamieson, Board gallon of gas today?
Chairman, Exon corporation
The oil people are definitely enjoying this "crisis".
and The President is also enjoying the energy crisis. It has
government,
"The
especially the President, now has given him a chance to restore his fading power and
the power to control almost every has curiously diverted much public attention away
aspect of American life because of from "The Watergate".
the energy crisis.
Blame big oil and the present administration for our
Dr. Fred Crawford, director current state of affairs, Mr. Hummel, not the "Sierra
of Emory University’s Center for Club and ecology factions".
Research in Social Change.
MIKE E. DEGREGORIO

Energy letters to the editor
’Energy misinformation’

What’s the crisis all about?

Letter misplaces blame

LET ME MAKEONE THINGPERFECTLY CLEAR,
bAw

COMING- TWO YEARS AGO ,

NOW I CANT SEE A THING!
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Album shortage to hit soon
By Kyle Clark
Among the items consumers won’t see as
much of because of the energy shortage are
things that some people, especially students,
can’t live withoutnamely phonograph records.
The basic problem, said John lott, president of
Mighty Fine, a record distributing company in
San Francisco, is the shortage of PVC, or poly
vinyl chloride, the petroleum based material
records are made of.
lott said PVC is also used in many other industries, including the automobile industry
which uses it to make plastic pipes, dashboards,
and knobs.
"The price of PVC has gone up considerably,"
lott said, "and the big industries are willing to
pay a premium for it."
He said because of this shortage, record
manufacturers are slowing down on new
releases and will raise the list price of new

records $1 after the first of the year to $6.98.
Steve Boudreau, the merchandizing manager
of Northern California Wherehouse Records and
Tape stores, predicted that by Christmas, 1974,
all records will sell at this price. But he said the
price raise would have happened anyway, even
without the energy shortage. "They’ve been
talking about it for a couple of years," Boudreau
said, "The energy shortage only helped
stimulate it."
The PVC shortage has caused the record
manufacturers to "stagger" their new releases
though, Boudreau said. "Instead of releasing
three big albums at once, like Paul McCartney’s,
Ringo’s, and Bob Dylan’s, we’ve had to space
them out to one in December, one in January,
etcetera," he said.
Both Boudreau and lott agreed that the PVC
shortage hasn’t had any real immediate affect
on record consumers. "There hasn’t been any

more of a Christmas rush than usual," lott said,
"and we aren’t running out of any records."
The manufacturers have also cut down on
producing records that are "catalog items," or
ones that aren’t expected to sell very well.
"They’re having to use all the vinyl they can for
the hits," Boudreau said.
The record industry has always kept plastic
from flawed or non-selling records and recycled
it to make new records. But by law, Boudreau
said, it has to use 20 per cent recycled plastic and
80 per cent new plastic. He said manufacturers
have stopped selling "cut outs" (the records with
the holes in them) to drug and retail stores and
are starting to recycle them also.
The stereo tape industry has also been affected
by the shortage because the cartridge the tape is
in is made from a similar plastic. lott said the
tape price will probably go up $1 to $7.98 in
January.

Students, faculty blame Nixon,
oil companies for fuel shortage
By Terry Brinkerhoff
Richard
President
Nixon, the major oil
the
and
companies
American people, are all to
blame for the current
energy crisis, according to
SJSU Faculty and students.
Besides looking at the
causes for, and the results
of the crisis, each person
discribed how it is effecting
their daily lives, in a
sampling taken by the
Spartan Daily
Dorothy Timouriw), an
art major, said that ever
since the 1968 election,
Nixon has been receiving
campaign contributions
from the oil companies.
Since that time, she said,"
he’s letting them do what
they damn well please."
oil
"the
Meanwhile,
companies are avoiding
environmental standards
and forcing this year’s
profits to 62 per cent as
compared to last years
increase of 32 per cent."
Reflecting her disappointment in the Nixon
administration, Timourian
said," what we need is two

presidents. "One, to take
care of social events and
the other to run the
country. "Because, I don’t
think we can afford to let
things get to a crisis
situation.
Bryan Lockwood, a
political science graduate
agreed
that
student,
Nixon’s close ties to big
business has kept him from
pressuring the major oil
companies. "As a result of
this, the oil companies
have hesitated to increase
crude oil refineries which
would give us a greater
supply of oil, "Lockwood
said.
He continued by saying,
federal
the
"Until
government, with the
president leading the way,
take action against the
domestic oil conspiracy,
the energy crisis is a
problem we will have to get
used to."
According to Irene Filla,
a home economics major,
"This is the only large
country in the world that
doesn’t have government
figures on energy sources.

"All our figures come from
industry. "We do not have
a purified system of
judging against what the
industry figures are," she
said.
Filla said, "all the oil
companies’ funds are being
justified for research
which could have been
done at lower prices a long
time ago.
She also contended that
government has been mismanaged in the past. The
administration, she said
has been following industry
instead of making it’s own
decisions.
"It’s a combination of
said
Ted
things,"
Dollarhid, a music major.
"The Arabs cutting off the
oil, Nixon and oil companies themselves."
"Meanwhile, we get less
oil while they make more
money. "Some things don’t
seem to make sense," he
said.
John Anderson, an art
major, seemed more
concerned with the tax
breaks the government has
been granting the oil

companies. The companies’ hardships of not
being able to find enough
oil has been one of the
reasons for their tax write
offs.
The key to these hardships lies within the
production files of the
individual
corporations.
Anderson explaine that,
"Senator Mike Manfield,
D-Montana, has supeonaed
these records in order to
find out if the companies
are telling the truth."
"One half of our oil is
being exported, said John
Rico, senior political
science major. He said,
that in early 1970, Nixon
delivered
a
energy
message to Congress,
predicting some of these
things would happen. "He
called for legislation, but
Congress refused to act,"
Rico said.
He concluded by saying,
"I don’t think any one
person is to blame, it’s just
our overall lifestyle of
wasting
that
must
change."
Dr.
John
Ballard,

:.:
professor of political
science, said that he
believed that the energy ;.).
crisis is something that has
been managed for the
passage of the Alaskan
pipeline and to get relief *i
from the environmental or :*
conservation pressures
that exist.
Ballard also said that
there has been inadequate
government regulations in
regard to the oil industries.
Policies for urban transportation systems, such as
mass transit, have not been
developed, he said.
For 15 years the
government has been
aware of the approaching
energy crisis, but have
failed to provide an
adequate
transportation
system, that we are crying
for today."
Ballard feels that policy
makers in government are
to blame for not only
allowing what we had to
deteriorate but further, for
not finding a solution.
"The president should
have done something a long
time ago," said Donald
Garnet,
professor
of
economics. "A great deal
more money should have
been placed into research
and development for
alternate
sources
of a
power," he said.

Says CHP Captain A.J. Zink

’Don’t carry gas cans’
By Gail Shiomoto
Russian
play
Don’t
roulette with your life by
carrying a gallon can of
gasoline in your car.
Due to early closings of
service stations, especially
some
weekends,
on
motorists are storing one
and five gallon containers of
gas in their cars to beat the
fuel shortage and prevent
running out while on the
road.
The California Highway
Patrol has a one -word
response to such a temp-

Oil crux
estimates
petroleum
major
A
economics research group
estimates the shortage of
fuel due to the Arab oil
embargo in the first quarter
of 1974 will be less severe
than the government’s
forecast.
The Petroleum Industry
Research Foundation, Inc.
recently stated that it
estimates the Arab shortage
at up to 2.8 million barrels a
day, while the government’s
igure for the total shortage
is 3.5 million barrels a day.

tation: "Don’t."
According to Captain A. J.
Zink, commander of the
patrol’s San Jose area, a gas
can carried in one’s car
trunk can rupture in a rearend collision, turning the
vehicle into an instant flame.
In recent tests conducted
at the CHP’s Sacramento
Academy, the patrol burned
fiv gallons ot gasoline in the
trunks and interiors of old
cars to illustrate the size and
ferocity of such fires. The
vehicles were completely
destroyed and the flames
were extremely difficult to
extinguish, Captain Zink
said.
Since gas gives off
flammable vapors around
temperatures of about 80
degrees Fahrenheit, very
little is needed to form an
explosive mixture.
Donald J. Myronuk, SJSU
associate professor of
mechanical engineering,
explained that one or two
cubic inches of gasoline
spilled inside a standard
automobile is all that is
needed toprovide a potent
mixture that any stray, open
flame, cigarette or spark can
ignite and explode.
A spokesman for the San
Jose Fire Prevention Bureau
added if the cap on the
container is not tight, static
one’s
from
electricity

clothing or sparks from
turning the key in the trunk
keyhole are adequate to set
off the volatile vapors.
"Even if a locked car is
parked in the sun and the
windows are closed, if the
gas can in the trunk of your
car has a slight leak, the
vapors can escape into the
car interior and be set off
from the cigarette lighter,"
he said.
He added gas burns very
rapidly and produces much
heat.
Thus, if the gas container
catches on fire, "a person
generally doesn’t even have
a chance of getting out of the
car because one breath of the
searing ’heat can cause
unconsciousness," he said.
Myronuk added, "Even
without open flame or
sparks, there is extreme
danger from gasoline fumes
inside the vehicle. The fumes
have essentially the same
insidious, poisoning effects
as carbon monoxide and will
cause a tired driver to
simply drift off into unconsciousness."
Storing gas in glass and
plastic containers is also
extremely dangerous
because glass breaks and
plastic melts in a fire, the

fire prevention spokesman
warned. Furthermore, in
San Jose it is against the fire
prevention code.
"But those who choose to
ignore this advice and carry
the extra fuel should at least
heed the following additional
warnings, "Myronuk said:
Use an approved container, which generally costs
from $5 to $10. "Those 95 cent
specials are dangerous; they
can be crushed by hand and
have a good probability of
rupturing during a simple
’fender bender’."
To prevent any accidental puncturing of the
container, fasten down all
movable objects, such as
tires, wrenches or jacks, in
the trunk.
Don’t fill the cans
completely. Leave about an
inch of breathing space to
allow for expansion and to
prevent potential bursting of
the cans.
Be sure you have a
funnel and a piece of rubber
hose on the funnel. According to Myronuk, "many
gasoline tank inlets are well
recessed and it is very difficult to ’pour’ gasoline
sideways. Those who have
tried it know how much fuel
is sloshed on the ground,

Fight inflation!
Why pay more?
We have the lawest prices in San Jose.
Compare and see.

pd111111111

COLOR A PARAMOUNT PICTURE El.-zz

Wednesday Dec. 12
7:30 & 10PM

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!
ALL $5.98 ALBUMS ONLY $3.29
WED., THUR., & FRI..ONLY
BOOTLEG RECORDS
$3.50 or 2 for S5

Morris Dailey Auditorium
PAkAMOIK
PICIURES
liEMORIAl
ENiffiPRISES FIlM
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LOlOR A PANAMOUNI PICIURf

"GO!FOR THE FURY.
FORCE AND FUN OF
If:’
"ANGRY, TOUGH AND
FULL OF STING!"

50c

State passes 55 m.p.h. limit

to conserve gasoline supply

Eco drive

now losing

When you need
a pencil we get
the lead out.

Phone 286-3407
WORLD OF MUSIC

SPARKS

35 bucks, Yes. You don’t buy a book like this
every year, but then a book like this isn’t
published every year.
GRAPHIC WORK OF M.C. ESCHEH Maw
thorne Ballentinc 53.951 The already popu
lat, far out creations of the famous Dutch
graphic artist.
THE JOY OF SEX, by Alec Comfort (Crown.
S12.50/ This book, during November. sold
30,000 copies in a single week
WIL T, by Wilt Chamberlain and David Shaw
(Macmillan. $6951 The autobiography of the
man who,, described as being ’ lust like any
seven foot black millionaire who lives nest
door "

THE CHARLIE BROWN DICTIONARY
(World, SE 951 Snoopy Lucy Charlie Grown
Especially appealing to those in the 5 to 8
group

That goes for any other kind of art supplies you
).,ght need, too
We’ve got the largest selection of all the big
names in art supplies that you’ll find anywhere.
No matter what you need
And you’ll find our prices are right.
Because we keep our pencil sharp.

son J0/60 paint

So. le St.

between San Fernando & San Antonio)

IMPROVE YOUR WORK,
NEATNESS IS IMPORTANT

WHEN ELEPHANTS LAST IN THE DOOR
YARD BLOOMED, by Ray Bradbury (Knoft.
S5.951 The first book of looms by out favor
ite science fiction writer Those who hare mar
veled at the prose 111 the movie MOBY DICK
or in THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES will find
the same delightful Bradbury

and wallpaper co.
136

speeds. They estimate a
savings of 300 million gallons
of gasoline annually.

have definitely slowed down,
according to Sgt. C. J. Couts
of the California Highway
Patrol.
Car owners should notice a
"Most now drive between
10 to 15 per cent savings in
55 and 60 miles per hour,"
gasoline consumption when said
Couts. He estimated up
speeds are reduced, ac- to 20 per cent
are still driving
cording to Dr. Donald at 65
miles per hour.
assistant
Myronuk,
Couts predicted the new
professor of mechanical
law will greatly reduce
engineering as SJSU.
traffic accidents. "It should
This percentage of savings lessen the overall amount of
will be the same for most accidents and the severity of
Myronuk
said. the individual accident," he
cars,
However, cars that use more said.
gasoline to begin with, also
Couts reported a 23 per
stand to save more in the
cent reduction in traffic
long run.
accidents last month over
He also suggested adding the previous month during
extra air in the tires, ac- his late night beat.
He does not forsee any
celerating and decelerating
slowly and planning trips to serious problems arising out
accomplish in one drive what of the new law. "It may slow
might otherwise take two, as down traffic in some cases,
additional means of con- but it shouldn’t affect it a
great deal, he predicts.
serving fuel.
The move toward lower . Neither does he believe
driving speeds began several there will be any problem in
from
the
Compiled
months ago when President enforcing the new speed
Washington Post
Nixon asked drivers to limit. "It will be just like 65
The
environmental
voluntarily reduce their miles per hour. It may be
movement is losing ground,
speed and economize on difficult to get used to right
and it’s all because of the
away, but when people begin
gasoline usage.
energy crisis, according to
seeing that blinking yellow
Senators Edmund Muskie Dlight, they’ll get the idea."
Since that time drivers
Maine and Gaylord Nelson
D-Wis.
These Lawmakers, among
those recently interviewed
by the Washington Post,
conceded the energy crisis
iuntes’s Office Equipment
has taken its toll on
SPECIAL STUDENT
numerous legislation.
RATES
They said the energy crisis
RENTALS
has
already
brought
SALES
suspension of the National
SERVICE
Environmental Policy Act to
Used Typewriters $25 and Uo
permit the Alaskan pipeline
71 E. San Fernando - One block from campus
construction; an attack on
8:30-5:00 M -F, Open Saturdays, Phone 294-2091
the Clean Air Act of 1970,
which requires pollution
reduction from automobiles
and factories; delay in the
House on a Senate-passed
fro to
bill to regulate strip mining,
and a rush on oil by the
THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Interior Department.
BestsellersChristmas Gift Books
We just have to get some
rationalization of what we
THE ART OF WALT DISNEY, by Christy
do." on any
issure.
pher Finch (Abrams, 535.001 A bestseller at
By Russ Brown
The maximum speed limit
will be cut to 55 miles per
hour on all California highways as the result of a new
law aimed at conserving the
state’s gasoline supply.
The bill cutting 10 miles
per hour off the speed limit
was overwhelmingly passed
by the Assembly 63-4 and by
the Senate 27-4.
If Gov. Reagan signs the
measure, as he is expected
to, the new law will become
effective Jan. 1.
Backers of the bill claimed
that driving at 55 is more
efficient than at higher

WORLD OF MUSIC
RECORDS TAPES

AS. Presenti

PARAMOUNT PICTURES am
A MEMORIAL
ENTERPRISES
HEM

creating a great danger
should some flame or spark
occur."
When you see the gas
gauge nearing the "empty
mark," get off the main road
to refuel. At night, use the
emergency flasher signals
and have an assistant stand
several hundred feet back of
the vehicle with a flare or
flashlight to warn oncoming
vehicles of the disabled car.
After wiping up any
spills, don’t put the fueldrenched cloth into the trunk
again.
to
according
But,
Myronuk, "the best advice of
all on carrying gasoline is:
If you don’t have to carry it,
don’t."

John Havens

The phonograph records students
consume will soon go up in price.

78 Volley fairSan Jose
.248-4171
365 San AntoMo Rd. Mt.V;ew
.941-3600

THE J R R TOLKIEN CALENDAR 1974
IBallentine. 53 951 As with the 1973 cairn
der. illustrations are by J R A Tolkien. with
the exceptions of the maps of Middle Earth
Enloy, Enloyi
THE PROPHET hiy KOMI Gibson (Knopf.
$4 501 If one doesn’t have a copy of Gibs. 1
masterpiece what would Christmas he’
SEVEN ARROWS by Hyemeynhsts Storm
(Ballentine, paper. 54 951 The best selling
story of the Plains Indians and the Sun Dance
way Along with the book is the SEVEN
ARROWS CALENDAR (Ballentine S3 59/.
brilliantly illosttatell in color

We have, of course, many other bestsellers, including many beautiful juveniles selling at a special
Spartan Bookstore price of $1.50. Two weeks before
Christmas!
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Fuel shortage inconveniences many
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Sunday drivers, workers suffer
By Joyce Yamashita
The fuel shortage is not only beginning to
cause a loss of convenience for Sunday drivers,
but also a loss of jobs for thousands of workers
whose employment depends on fuel in some way
or another.
It is still too early to determine the real,
overall unemployment rate caused by the fuel
shortage, said a spokesman for the Human
Resources Development office in San Francisco.
As of mid-November, the affect has been very
minimal, the spokesman said, but as time goes
along, less energy supplies to major firms will
necessitate cutbacks which will affect workers.
Some major companies have already ordered
shutdowns and lay-offs around the country, while
locally, smaller businesses like gas stations,
have had to close permanently.
The fuel shortage and threat of rationing has
caused some reluctance on the part of consumer
to buy huge gas-eating cars.
As a result, a cutback in production of slowselling big cars has caused General Motors to
order additional lay-offs in its assembly plants,
which will eventually affect 137,000 employees in
the U.S. and Canada.
In Fremont, the General Motors Assembly
Plant will lay-off 2,290 production workers on

passenger car lines during the week of Dec. 17.
In the same vein, 150 out of 600 production
workers have been laid off permanently in the
last 60 days in the recreational vehicle division of
the Santa Clara Food Machinery Corporation
(FMC), according to Phil Olson, FMC industrial
relations director of the division.
Since FMC’s motor home sales have slowed,
there has been a build-up of the vehicles and
"we’ve reduced our output of motor homes from
four to three a day," Olson said.
This month, American and United Airlines laid
off hundreds of pilots due to flight cancellations
caused by a jet fuel shortage.
Smaller California-based airlines have also
felt the pinch. Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA)
has had to furlough both pilots and stewardesses
because of flight cutbacks, said Linda Richardson, San Diego PSA reservation agent.
The shortage has also "hurt" Holiday Airlines,
which specializes in Lake Tahoe-San Jose
flights, according to Pat Tucker, reservation
agent for Holiday.
"We’re not a very big company, so we’ve laid
off very few," he said. "But we’ve had to cut
back on two out of seven flights we usually make
weekly, and other days, we’ve cancelled night
flights," he said.

Closing of 11 gas stations in the county serviced by Coast Oil Company, a Texaco jobber,
has left at least 50 people out of jobs, said Jerry
Cummings, Coast Oil Co. retail manager.
In addition, he said further unemployment was
caused by reduction of operating hours and
limited services by gas stations in the area.
Robert D. Gundersen, secretary-treasurer of
Teamsters Automotive Workers Union Local 576,
which encompasses Santa Clara county, said
uner iployment due to the fuel shortage has
definitely affected some of the union members.
"We haven’t had a call for a job from
management in two or three weeks. If a man is
terminated, he’s just not getting replaced." he
said.
Gundersen said one trucking employer ran out
of his diesel fuel allotment during Thanksgiving
week and had to cut his crew down from 14 to two
men.
He also said one car dealer in the area laid off
about 15 out of 60 employees in his operation.
"I speculate that in a couple of months, there
will be a25 to 35 per cent drop in employment in
the areas of car dealers service stations, tire
qlops, and other related businesses," he said.

Diesel fuel cutbacks to hit consumer
By Roxanne Miller
Federal allocation of
deisel fuel may someday hit
the consumer where it really
hurts in his stomach.
This would be the ultimate
fuel
diesel
if
effect
allocation, which started
Nov. 1, should cripple the
trucking industry enough to
one day make food deliveries
to grocery stores and
restaurants impossible.
But according to a recent
survey by the Spartan Daily
of food distributors, grocery
stores and restaurants in the

San Jose area, fuel cutbacks
haven’t had such a drastic
effect yet.
The food distributors
contacted seem to be having
transportation problems.
But none of the food store
owners
restaurant
or
reached said they had had
any problem at all, so far,
getting food they ordered for
their businesses.
"We’ve had diesel fuel
cutbacks for 1974 which cut
us to one-third what we used
in 1972," said Dick Renna,
sales service manager of the
Garden
Packing
Sun
Company in San Jose.

The company, which packs
and transports fruits and
vegetables, used 3696 gallons
of diesel fuel in 1972, Renna
said.
"Next August we’re cut to
1031 gallons, and August is
busiest
our
typically
month. And for next April,
usually our slowest month,
we’ll get just 35 gallons.
That’s enough to make one
trip to Stockton and back."
Delameter,
Arthur
assistant general manager
of the company, said diesel
fuel allotted by the government since Nov. 1 is
technically 30 per cent of the

Local merchants report
Christmas sales still up
The energy crisis may be
squeezing pocketbooks this
year but it doesn’t look like
this will cause shortages
under the Christmas tree.
Local merchants report their
sales haven’t fallen off, as
the packed parking lots at all
the large shopping centers
would attest.
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There are few powerconsuming decorations up
this year; most stores are
publicizing Christmas with
wreaths, tinsel and other
non-mechanized objects. But
this more subdued appearance hasn’t lessened the
Christmas-shopping throngs.
Last Sunday, despite the
supposed closure of many
gas stations, Eastridge,
Valley Fair and other large
shopping centers had huge
crowds of shoppers and the
Christmas shopping peak
hasn’t even arrived yet.
Grant Lund, a Penney
executive, reported
"Business is great" for his
store. "We’re ahead of last
year," he added. Sales at
Sears and Macys are no less
than last year, according to
spokesmen.
Small stores reported
various amounts of business,
from brisk to slow, but most
of this can be attributed to
the normal ups and downs of

Openings for
men & women
for the
most important
part-time job
in America.
that the Army National guard has a part.
time job for me with plenty of benefits. Like an E-5
with 4 years can earn $61.08 for a weekend a month.
That I Can start at the same pay grade I had on active
duty. That the retirernerit credits...the chance to lead,..
and the life insurance that covers me while on duty
are important. So is serving my country as a civilian soldier. It sounds interesting. Send me more details.
I understand

SAN JOSE’S NATIONAL GUARD
251 VV. Hedding St.
San Jose, Calif.
Phone 298- 1 159

merchandizing.
Betty Chavez, a clerk at
Santa Cruz Imports in
Eastridge, said, "We made
more money last year.
People are looking instead of
buying."
However, at Viscount
Records, which is nearby,
"Sales have been excellent,"
according to clerk Sylvia
Schneider. "We’ve been
having big weekends for
three weeks."
"As of now, we’re ahead,"
said the manager of Sanfords, in Eastridge. But the
manager of Rabins Fashions
said sales at her shop were
down, "unless they’re
buying late."
Most shops querried had
the same report as Paula
Adams, a sportswear clerk
at the Eastridge Penney’s.
"Sales are the same as last
year," she said.
The area which might
reflect a change is the price
range of gifts given this
Christmas. Many clerks said
customers were buying less
expensive things.
"They’re buying just the
small items," said the
manager of Cameras et
cetera in Eastridge.
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amount used by each
company in 1972.
"But most canners increased their business
during 1973, so we’re act
actually getting a 30 to 60 per
cent cut in fuel," he said.
Delameter
said
he
recently attended a meeting
of the California Canners
and Growers, who met with
state and federal officials in
Oakland, to discuss the effect fuel allocation is having
on the food industry.
"They (the officials) said
the food industry will have
high priority in getting
higher fuel allocations once
new guidelines are put into
January,"
effect
in
Delameter said.
"But they just told us to sit
tight until then," he added.
to
Diana
According
Seavers, traffic clerk at
Frito-Lay, Inc. in San Jose,
the energy crisis will force
her company to cut travel in
its Western Zone by "24
million miles."
Frito-Lay, Inc.’s Western
Zone includes California,
Oregon,
Arizona,
Washington, Utah and
Nevada.
Seavers said about two
weeks ago the local company
started to ship products only
when a truck has a full load.
"If we don’t have a full
van, then we can’t ship," she
said.

Though the Coca-Cola
of
Company
Bottling
California, located here in
San Jose, uses only gasoline
instead of diesel fuel in its
trucks, "We’ve been cut
back on gasoline abolit 15 to
20 per cent," according to
John Eichhorn, operations
manager.
"We’ll just have to live
with thse cutbacks," he
commented.

Gas retailers want to hike prices
"We are fighting for our
suvival," said President
Charles Binstead of the
National
Congress
of
Petroleum Retailers at their
convention held last week in
Miami, Fla.
The gasoline retailers,
feeling the pinch of the

energy crisis, called for the
lifting of Phase 4 price
controls so they can hike
prices by at least one to three
cents a gallon.

Binstead’s comment came
in the wake of an oil industries publication that told
of rising prices.

Snoopy Beds
San Jose Waterbeds
now have the perfect
Xmas gift for your child.
Stop in at:
San Jose Water Bed Co.
454 W. Santa Clara St.
998-3137

COME TRY THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL
POCKET CALCULATORS.
You’ve probably noticed, the
hand-held calculator market is getting
a little out of hand.
There are literally hundreds of
them, in all shapes. all colors and all
styles.
Choosing the one that fits your
needs is no easy job.
However, if you’re looking for the
very best pocket calculator, the choice
G simple.
You merely buy one of the
Hewlett-Packard units, all of which
have the exclusive operational stack
and 200 decade dynamic range.
For scientists and engineers.
there’s the famous HP-35. Just press a
few keys. and it will solve complex
problems involving log, trig, exponential functions and much more. for
only $295
Then there’s the new HP-45 It
does everything the HP-35 does. plus
it has nine addressable storage registers and operates in three modes:
degrees. radians and grads It’s also
pre-programmed to handle polar/

rectangular coordinate conversions,
mean and standard deviation, instant
U.S./metric conversions and more,
for $395
For businessmen, there’s the
HP-80 It does things many big desk
top calculators can’t do. Like solve over
one hundred types of business problems. each in seconds This includes

discounted cash flow, payment of a
loan, rate of return and more, for $395.
They’re truly the most powerful
pocket calculators you can buy. Yet
you can still take any one of them
home at the end of the day and balance
your check book.
We invite you to come in and try
them today

THE HEWLETT-PACKARD POCKET CALCULATORS.
The HP -35

The HP-4C

The HP-80
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’Living’ machines entice in S.U.
By Terry Brinkerhoff
Mechanical sculptures that look like they belong in the tilm
"2001 Space Odyssey," bend, reach and stretch to their own
electronic music.

?

Works by Steve Carlson
Continuing further into the gallery, human imagination is
stimulated by a timeless void of rotating illusions. These
works, created by artist Steve Carlson, require total
darkness to achieve maximum effect.
His works, large discs which seem suspended in space,
rotate at various speeds, creating moving colors and patterns.

The players held the
audience throughout the
confusing sexual intrigues
and pulled off some good
humor, but had some
problems with this different
play.
Frank Wedekind’s play is
11:11

John Havens

Joines’s sculpture "Stellar Rainbow"
According to Carlson, "Light permits us to perceive objects, but light that arouses in us a feeling in it’s own right
can be a stimuli that is capable of -challenging human perception."
Electronic Music
An envirnoment of electronic music is provided by composers Donald Buchla and Dan Mitchell. A composition
major at SJSU, Mitchell is an active performer, lecturer and
composer. Buchla is a musician, sociologist and is responsible for several major contributions in electronic music
synthesizers.

about the power of sexuality
in all its forms (homosexual,
heterosexual and pervverted). A child of the
Victorian age, Wedekind is
ambivalent about the immorality or amorality of his
central character, the

Scene from "Pandora’s Box"

Bart Ran

Off campus
New Riders
New Riders of the Purple
Sage will be presented by
Bill Graham at Winterland
Arena, Post and Steiner
streets, in San Francisco
Thursday and Friday at 8
p.m. Also appearing will be
Jesse Colin Young, Alice
Stuart and Snake.
Tickets are $4 in advance
and $5 at the door. Advance
tickets may be obtained
from all Ticketron outlets.

Ski movie
"Skiing’s Great," a movie
sponsored by Any Mountain
Ski Shop, will be shown at
Flint Center, De Anza
College Wednesday, Dec. 12
at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.
The movie captures skiing
in the Cariboos, Canada, the
French Alps, Aspen and
Heavenly Valley.
Admission to the movie is
$2.50 for students and $3 for
general admission.

String Ensemble
The SJSU String Ensemble
will present a free concert
tonight at 8:15 in Concert
Hall featuring several
Baroque and pre -Classic
pieces ’under the direction of
Lauren Jakey, associate

lion’ to play
"A Lion in Winter" will be
coming to the Palo Alto
Community Theatre at 8:30
p.m. Friday. It will also play
Saturday, and on Dec. 14, 15,
20, 21, and 22.
For further information
call 329-2526.

beautiful, petulent Lulu.
He chronicles how Lulu, in
following her natural instincts, destroys the many
men who love her and try to
mold her.
A fault of the production is
that Leslie Jennings, cast as
the central figure, did not
convey the stage charisma
or allure necessary to make
one believe that so many
(both maie and female)
would throw themselves at
her feet. Lulu came off as
self-indulgent and shrill
instead of as possessing the
subtle seductive powers
necessary to hold and
manipulate a man.
was
Richard Herlan
convincing as Shigol, the bon
vivant who sponsors Lulu in
respectable society and is
the only one to put up any
resistance to her charms.
Michael Alexander was
exceptional as the bluff,
swaggering strong man,
Rodrigo and Martha Zermer
did a fine job with the difficult role of Countess
Geschwitz, the lesbian who
martyrs herself out of love
for Lulu.

A

Now!
Breuners
has
diamonds,
too!

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
As low as $48.00 me. ;Ism)
375 SO. MARKET ST.

Presort Stens? isdy Card hr Dhows?

Come in and see the wide assortment of distinctive bands handcrafted of 14 -karat gold.
Each diamond is selected for quality and karat
weight. Whether you prefer contemporary or
antique, Breuners will be happy to help you
select the Art Carved ring which best expresses your love. Matching wedding bands
are included in our collection at Breuners.

Breuners
Breuners Campbell 378-9400
Highway 17 and Hamiieon Avenue

3

3everly Fabrics makes a creative
Christmas too good to pass up. Bring
your imagination (and this coupon)
to Beverly Fabrics. And make this
Christmas an extra special one.
Hours: Mon. & Thur. 9:30-9
Tue., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30.6
Sun. 12-5
Free bean bag pattern
No purchase necessary

Women’s P.E. plans
Ever take a good, close look

first dance concert
SJSJ’s Women’s Physical
Education Department will
present its first dance
concert of the year Dec. 13,
14 and 15 at 8 p.m. in the
Dance Studio. Room 262 of
the WPE

al a career in life insurance?

A matinee will also be
presented Saturday at 2 p.m.
Admission to the concert is
$2 for general and $1 for
students.
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A variety of dances including ballet, modern, jazz,
and dances from the
Caucasus will be a part of the
evening’s events.
are
dances
The
ctioreographed by faculty
members Jan Van Swoll,
Mina German and Patti Cox.
Also appearing in the dance
concerts of SJSU.

I
?
?

For information and reserve.
lions mall this ad, phone or
stop by and ask Barbara
Nevins at Student Sender
Wast 235 East Santa Clara
l Street, Suite 710, San Joao,
9I California 95113, or call
? 287-8240
Explore
the attematives Lefora you
I decide to go home this
Christmas.

Electronics

If you are interested in this professional
opportunity, take one small step. Just send
for our free brochure, "Career Planning."
It puts the story squarely on the linefacts,
figures and all.

? New York
Fight g523 American Air. lines 707 Dec 23. return
Jan
9179
11179
SJ
/92 8
1S

in concert

? Charter flights avail. able only to students,
faculty, staff and their
? immediate families of
San Jose State uniI versity.

A free concert of live
electronic music will be
presented in the Joint Effort
Coffeehouse tonight at 8. The
two hour performance will
consist of "Space V Music
from the Time Curve
Poems" by Norwegian
composer Das Eustrellen.

’STUDENT SERVICES
WEST
111Fare based on Pro rata
Ishare of minimum group 40
and includes an administraM lion fee of $1500 Fare is
accordance with tariff on file
with the CAB and includes
Itaxes. Fare may vary
=based on the actual number
g of passengers travelling. Air? craft are 9707 or oca lets
SOMMIN=MMINiMili

The music will be performed on an ensemble of
new electronic, musical
instruments called Music
Easel’s.
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"Career Planning."
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rt Carved

233 Commercial
288-6620

Parsons is a SJSU student and plans to teach photography
some day.

"Pandora’s Box" will be
repeated in three performances at the University
Theatre on Dec. 13, 14, and
15.

Breuners and Art Carved have
joined to offer a full selection
of engagement and wedding rings.

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

0
beverly
fabrics

10% OFF

Fascinated with recreating the world through images,
photographer Dana Parsons is feature in the rest of the
exhibit. His main concentration is in plant life taking human
features; dead tree trunks with amazing body structures and
along with negative imprinting, a technique which reverses
the image and allows it to blend into itself.

Steve Hagberg did a
brilliant bit as a heartless,
high-class pimp.
The musky ochre stage
setting added a good deal to
the fetid, heavy, almost
subconscious atmosphere of
the play.

professor of music.
The ensemble will perform
"Orchestra Quartet in C
Major" by Karl Stamitz and
String
for
"Concerto
Orchestra Op. 5, by Albinoni.

245 So. First 295-8591

with coupon

Pandora play confusing
By Jacroie Kubal
"Pandora’s Box", most
nearly described as a tragichorror-sex farce is quite
different from anything the
SJSU Department of Drama
has attempted in the past
few seasons.

SAN JOSE CAMERA

In his 1972-73 photographs, Heseman has contrasted soft,
delicate nude scene with harsh landscapes, increasing interest in both.

A metal jointed arm-man called "Tricky Dick" is also
reaching out for the onlooker’s attention. This menacing
scupture moves vertically, as panel junctions in the arm shift
into every conceivable position. "Dick" is another Joines
creation that operates on a multi-cycle system, each
movement varying from the next, making it difficult to
distinguish any definite pattern of operation.

Joines sculptures appear lifelike because they reach,
stretch and bend just like we do, but more important they
take a five-minute coffee break to rest.

Nikon Minolta Canon
Leica Hasselbled Omega
Kodak Boles
Mamiya
Rolleillax Beside,

Heseman believes it is not enough to see what you
photograph, one must use every sense in order to know the
reality of his involvement.

Joines’ "Stellar Rainbow," an immense sculpture of interlocking arms, is fascinating to watch. Operating from one
position to the next, its two plastic arms rhythmically move
in several directions at the same time. With its own electronic music, "Rainbow" opens up the viewer’s imagination
to another dimension of sight and sound.

Joines believes that machines can be humanized. He said
that, "Man has inadvertently pushed his achievements
almost beyond his own comprehension. Many machines are
at a point where simplification and humanization has become
necessary for their operation."

20% TO 40%
Discol’N’T

Photographs
Matt Hesemans, photographer, said that, "What I
photograph is just as important as what I am." This concern
for composition can be seen in a startling series of clear,
precise photographs.

All this is a reality because of the artistic ability and
engineering knowledge of sculptor Ralph Butch Joines. He
has pieced together two mechanical giants that can be seen,
through Dec. 19, in the Student Union Art Gallery.
?

Gifts that last all year.

Together they have created an atmosphere of independent
pre-recorded music, each dedicated to the surrounding areas
associated with each sculpture. The music was composed on
a "Music Easel," an instrument designed by Buchla and
Associates.

Clicking and cracking their large jionted limbs, these
magnificent hydrolic machines stand poised, eager to move
in every direction in order to be as lifelike as possible.
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Disabled students’problems
By Mona Chin
The disabled students of
SJSU face many obstacles on
campus, but some overcome
their problems through the
efforts of the Disabled
Students Advisory Program.
(DSAP).
The DSAP is not to be
confused with the Disabled
Student Union. Although the
organizations’ functions
differ, the goals are the
same.
are
programs
Both

upon the severity of the
disability and how much the
student can afford.
"For readers, rates are
$1.65 an hour and attendants
get from $2 an hour or as
high as $3 an hour, depending upon the disability,"
according to DSAP workers.
Readers are selected by
the blind student according
to his preference and-or
major, Young stated.
Attendants have the role of
being "Good Samaritans"

Saturday
for blind

in
students
pushing
wheelchairs, helping them in
and out of vehicles, guiding
the blind students to their
classes, even going to the
students’ homes and helping
morning
with
them
procedures, such as getting
out of bed, getting dressed
and getting breakfast,
Young said.
Young said attendants
should concentrate more
"helping" on -campus instead of off-campus.
But as long as the student
needs his attendant, the
student can call and help is
minutes away," Young said.
He added helpers are located
within an eight block area of
the disabled students, thus
easing the transportation
problem.
The relationship between
student and helper may go
further than just for tutoring
and for one semester. Young
has been a reader for a San
Francisco State University
student for approximately
four year.
Blind students aren’t
dependent
on
totally
readers. There is a room for
the visually -handicapped
students in the library,
according
to
Gina
McGaughey, a blind student
and DSAP volunteer, but the
library "does need more
rooms to accommodate the
students." McGaughey also
added Braille writers and
tape recorders could be
factors in aiding the students
with their studies.
Transportation is hardly
an obstacle for the disabled
students. Most students
drive their own cars.
Robert Sifuentes, 27, was
struck by polio at the age of
three. Driving since the age

-.0xe:Aterr.,-nte-GrtwSmertmePwirPtc0.0-e-ens.ePteGre-0,0^w9w-0.,
Associated Students & The AntiImperialist Coordinating Committee
lAICC) Presents a Symposium on The:

ENERGY
CRISIS:
FACT OR FICTION?
The Energy Crisis
and the Middle East
Speakers From Iranian
Association and the AICC

Film:

The PEOPLES STRUGGLE
in DHOFAR
depicting an important independence struggle in the Middle East
directed against economic and political control of that area by the oil
companies.
A movie

Wed. Dec. 12th
1 OOPM Loma Prieta Rm.
Student Onion

Nicole Benglveno

Jon Barbre demonstrates transferring from car to chair

Blind get help
"Braille Identification Project," a
program sponsored by Spartan Shields,
began last week as a service for SJSU’s
27 blind students.
The idea originated with Mary Ellen
Rogers, coordinator of the Disabled
Students Union. She asked the Spartan
Shields, a campus service organization to
do the legwork of placing approximately
2,700 braille labels on classroom doors.
Rogers hopes that every door on
of 18, Sifuentes said he
always had another person
with him. The passenger’s
function was to help with the
wheelchair.
"I wanted to be independent, but as long as
that other person was with
me, I was dependent on his
being there wherever I
went," Sifuentes said.
Sifuentes finally mastered
a plan within a month which
enabled him to get his
wheelchair in and out of the
car, quickly and by himself.
He also commented the
type of car is a factor.
"A four-door is out of the
question unless it’s a Continental." A Continental, he
explained, opens up like a
double door, and accessibility to the chair is
easier. It was pointed out
most cars should have doors
tall enough and space wide
enough to fit the chair
through.
Most cars are equipped
with special hand controls
mounted on the steering
wheel.
Jon Barbre’s car is no
exception. The foot brake
were
accelerator
and
rewired to single lever on the
steering column, enabling
Barbre the use of his hands.
An added feature is the chair
lift wh ich was built by
SJSU
and
a
Barbre
professor. This custom-built
lift, which took two years to
put together, cost Barbre
approximately $600.
And hand controls usually
run from $130 to $270, said
Barbre.
When asked how long it
takes to get from the chair
into the car and reassembling the chair, Barbre
answered: "It takes me, on
the average, about five
minutes to get in and out of
the car, 10 minutes if I’m not
in a hurry." But if it’s
raining, Barbre said he
"gets wet," and is usually on
his way in five minutes.
Parking places are conlocated
and
veniently
marked for the disabled

campus will have a label before the next
semester. She added that the project will
include restrooms, the library, faculty
offices and the College Union.
The plastic labels were made by
Braille Transcription Service on Bascom
Avenue on a voluntary basis. The
numbers are on a raised surface and will
be placed op the der, four to five feet
above the floor so he blind student can
find the label easily.

students.
"But other students’ cars
are usually parked in them,
and we have to find another
place to park," is the cry of
the disabled students.
There are many places a
student in a wheelchair
cannot go, such as the second
floor of the Home Economics
Building.
"There are no ramps fr)
these students who have
classes in that building. But
that’s being torn down for
the new library," Vice
Chairman Young said.
Young indicates the new
library will have ramps,
special toilet facilities and
elevators with doors wide
enough
to
squeeze
wheelchairs through.
Other buildings that do not
have elevators or ramps are
Speech and Drama, Journalism, the administration
buildings and the Placement
Center.
There are times when the
elevators are out of service
and
the
students
in
wheelchairs face the flights
of stairs leading up to their
classes, Sifuentes stated.
"Sometimes I just don’t go
to class because I can’t get
up the stairs or I would wait
til I find two or three stronglooking guys to carry me up
the stairs," he said.
He
added
disabled
students can require that
their classes be moved to the
first floors for better accessibility.
Questions
may
run
through other students’
minds when they see a
disabled student who is
facing an obstacle "Should
I help him up the ramp?"
"Should I lead her across the
street?"
According to Sifuentes,
"Yes, most of us would
appreciate
the
help
whenever possible." He went
on to say most do answer

MON.-FRI. Open 6:15
SAT . SUN. Ova. 5,45
Show Starts at 6:41,
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SILK FINISH STUDIO PRINTS SPECIAL

Rated "R"
Dustin Hoffman
"MIDNIGHT COWBOY’
George Segal
"WHERE’S POPPA"

UP TO

12 or 20

BAYSHORE

EXPOSURES

Rated "R"
Charles Bronson
"VALACHI PAPERS"
Burt Reynolds
"SHAMUS"
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and
Printed

TROPICAIRE
No.I

FROM YOUR
KODACOLOR ROLLS
a COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
OFFER EXPIRES
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1973

Rated "R"
"SILENT NIGHT’,
LBLOODY NIGHT"
’I MONSTER"
"BEAST IN THE
CELLAR"

"SCHOOL GIRLS"
"SCHOOL GIRLS
GROW UP"
"OFFICE GIRLS"

"yes" because the ramps
areatoo steep for them and
altar a while, they get tired
from pushing themselves
around campus.
Others would answer "no"
because they get a feeling of
accomplishment "of overcoming an obstacle on their
own." But whether they
want help depends on how
the other student asks the
question, he concluded.
Disabled students do not
expect and "special treatment" in the classroom. But
because of their disabilities,
certain compensations

cav7:::7141:1:E:NO:TRY16:40sBR:i!!sNtnsliviVt
IC RcITULARR:s:
235 E SAWA,
*210. SAN JoSE oR cALL
610RBACIA AT 287-824t0

C. Grant Burton, SJSU
executive dean.
Meanwhile, the 19 state
schools must split an
available fund of $300,800.
requested
SJSU alone
8500,000 as the amount it
needs for improvements.
The total request from all the
colleges and universities was
approximately $2.8 million,
according to Dr. Burton.

Yule party

should 1 lead her?’
designed to help the disabled
student overcome his or her
difficulties in getting around
campus, such as being
transported from class to
class or advising the student
about academic programs,
financial aid, housing or
personal problems, according to Jack Young, vicechairman of DSAP.
Betty Bacon, coordinator,
along with Chairman Ray
ZaneIla, began the DSAP
last year.
"Although it is funded by
the AS. as a peer advisory
program, the DSAP is free to
function on its own and is
constantly growing and
changing," Bacon said.
Six other student volunteers are included in the
staff. Each is interested in
the program because "There
is a definite need and place
for blind and other disabled
students to refer to whenever
problems arise," says
Young.
-Each volunteer is expected to put forth his or her
share of work each day,"
Bacon said. The DSAP,
located in the old cafeteria
( now
called
Student
Activities and Services), is
open from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
The group is now hiring
readers and attendants for
approximately 200 permanently disabled students
on the campus.
Young said the program
needs at least five readers
and-or attendants for each
disabled student.
"The DSAP acts as a
clearing house, not as the
hirer of readers and attendants," according to
Bacon, The disabled student
selects his helpers, and the
helpers are paid, depending

The State University and
Colleges Board of Trustees
voted to request $1 million
from the state to remove
architectural barriers to the
handicapped on the 19 state
colleges and universities.
The money will probably
not be allocated until at least
July, 1974 and possibly not
for a year, according to Dr.

’Should I help hitn,

LEAvE

Funds aid mobility

A Christmas party for the
blind and physically handicapped young adults of
Santa Clara County will be
held from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday at the Blind
Center, 101 N. Bascom Ave.
The party is sponsored by
Parks and
San Jose
Recreation Department in
cooperation with Santa Clara
Valley Blind Center.
Donations are being
sought for gifts and door
prizes. Vans are also needed
to transport the blind and
handicapped people from
their residences to the Blind
Center.
For more information, call
Barbara Deem, Children and
Blind Services, San Jose
Recreation
Parks and
Department, 277-4000.
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should be made, according to
coordinator Bacon.
She said the DSAP will be
setting up a committee "to
teach the faculty how to cope
with the disabled student."
This pertains mostly to
partially blind students and
those students who have
hearing problems.
"The instructor should
realize these students need
to sit where they can see the
board clearly and hear the
lectures," Bacon said, "and
the instructors should write
big and legibly."

Calendar
WED
THUR
FRI
SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED
THUR

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

ELVIS DUCK
ROBIN FORD BAND
ELVIS DUCK
BITTERSWEET
CHRIS WI L L I AMSON
CLOSED
STEEL WIND
ELVIS DUCK
STONEGROUND

30 So. (astral Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Sap -Wed

THE NUMBER ONE KILLER
OF YOUNG AMERICANS
IS YOUNG AMERICANS.
You march against war.
You fight for clean air and clean
water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for
life. And you are so much against
killing.
It would be unthinkable for
you to kill another human being on
purpose.
So then, why is this
happening?
You don’t mean to be. But
you are. The numbers are simple.
Latest available figures show
that 8,000 American people between
the ages of 15 and 25 died in alcohol
related crashes. And almost all the
drunk drivers who caused those
crashes were also under 25.
1,380 died in combat. 3,420
committed suicide. 2,731 died of
cancer.
It’s incredible, but one of the
most dangerous things you can do
is to have a few bottles of wine with
friends and drive home.
You can change it. You have to.

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013
I don’t want to get killed and I don’t
want to kill anyone.Tell me howl can
help.*Youths Highway Safety
Advisory Committee.
My name is
Address
City

State

Zip

STOP DRIVING DRUNK.!
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER. 0
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News Briefs
Compiled from the Associated Press

New tank battle

I Conscientious objectors
might gain V.A. benefits

DAMASCUS - Syrian and Israeli tank forces fought a twohour battle yesterday in the Golan Heights area, a Syrian
spokesman said. He added that Syria suffered no casualties.
Yesterday’s battle was the second such encounter in two
days. No comment was made by the Israeli armed forces.
Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan accused Syria of
torturing Israeli soldiers and announced that his country will
not bargain with Syria at the upcoming Geneva peace conference until Syria reveals how many Israelis it is holding
prisoner. Syria has so far refused to do this. Egypt and Israel
exchanged POWs last month.

Nixon taxes
questioned

Conscientious
objectors
who have "satisfactorily"
completed at least 181 days
of alternative civilian service may be eligible for
educational or vocational
training benefits from the
Veterans
U.S.
Administration.
Denial of these benefits to
conscientious objectors has
recently been ruled unconstitutional by a U.S.
District
Court
in
Massachusetts.

Chess match fratures

WASHINGTON - Sen. Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., charged
yesterday that President Nixon failed to meet the legal
requirements for taking a $570,000 income tax deduction on
his vice presidential papers.
Weicker, a member of the Watergate Committee, also said
he turned his findings over to the Internal Revenue Service.
Weicker’s findings not only challenged the legality of the
deduction but raised the possibility that some documents
were falsified to make the gifts of the papers appear to have
been completed before a new law barred deductions for such
gifts.

WASHINGTON - A U.S. district judge ruled yesterday that
a public interest research group was improperly denied
exemption from federal income taxes because of pressure
from the White House.
U.S. District Judge Charles R. Richey ruled that the Center
on Corporate Responsibility Inc. is qualified to receive
deductible charitable contributions. The group was founded
in 1970 by a former researcher for consumer advocate Ralph
Nader to conduct educational and charitable activities in
social welfare areas.
He ordered the Internal Revenue Service to exempt the
group from federal income taxes.
Richey noted he received from the center’s lawyers in
June, a letter listing several indications "that White House
influence may have been used to induce the IRS to enter the
unfavorable ruling even though the service had given all
indications that it would enter a favorable ruling."

Carrier fire kills six
SAN DIEGO - a fire aboard the aircraft carrier Kitty
Hawk yesterday killed six men and left 38 others with minor
burns or suffering from smoke inhalation.
The fire broke out at 4 a.m. in the main machinery room as
the huge ship steamed westward for deployment to the
Western Pacific, about 700 miles east of the Philippines.
The cause of the hour-long blaze was not determined immediately, a Navy spokesman said.
The Kitty Hawk, which had a similar fire aboard exactly
eight years ago that killed two sailors, was reported to be
"still capable of performing her mission and conducting
flights."

FOR DIE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR
CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
COME SEE US.

A chess match with people
representing playing pieces
is scheduled for 7 p.m. today
in the Men’s Gym.
The event is part of the
Department’s
Recreation
special projects, according
to recreation major Todd

289-8681

Jerzy Kosinksi’s book
"Steps" will be the subject of
today’s Faculty Book Talk
by Dr. Conrad Borovsky,
associate professor of
foreign language, at 12:30

EDDIE’s
FAST
CHILI
DOGS

TOMORROW
SPEAKER: Calllarele State Se aaaaa
Moscone. 1/..tian Francisco, will speak at 3
pm ,oiIieSIi lama Poeta room
CONCERT: Faculty and students of the
SJSU Dance Department will present
-Faculty Dance Works" et pm in the
Dance Studio Admumon is II students and
82 general
JOINT EFFORT Coffeehouse presents 7 no
Wdlimison and Pam Pollmd at 0 p.m
Admission is II students and al 50 general
CHINA PRESENTATION with Nan-Sing
and Stella Wong presenting slides and
commentary on (lima at 7 30 pm in the
S II Unto/Mum room
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE Organisation meets
all.30 pm. tn the SJSU Memorial Chapel
DRAMA: .Pandora4 lion" will be
presented at 8 p.m in the University
Theatre Admission is 111 for students and 82
general

TODAY
OP.
TEACHING
AUSTRALIAN
PORTUNITIES will be discussed by Dr
Claire Pederson at (SU, Hayward at 1 pm
in the 5 U Custanosin morn
ENERGY CRISIS FSJRUNI contumea with,
presentation -The Energy Coats and the
Middle East" with speakers frorn the
Iranian Students Assocumun and the MU.
Imperialist Coordinating Commettee of I
? rik Ln the SU loona Prieto room A film
will also be shown
SAILING CLUB meets at? 30 p rn in the
O U Pacheco room
COAFX presents a "tile Sued Chess
Match" at 7 p.m in the Men’s Gym
Admission is free
BOOK TALK: Dr. Conrad Borowski of
foreign languages mg review "Steps" at
12.30 pet. m Spartan Cafeteria A

FOOD

on airport

PINBALL MACHINES

:261 E. WILLIAMS

EARN T
SKYDIVE

CONCERT: The SJSU String Ensemble will
perform at 8.15 pot. in the Concert Hall
Admission is free.

FREE
ORIENTATION

From page one
yesterday’s
Attending
parley was James Nissen,
director of the San Jose
Airport Commission.
Nissen said that the energy
crisis would have a profound
affect on San Jose Airport
operations since it would
induce many people who now
use cars to travel to the San
Jose area to use airlines. As
of now about 50 per cent of
the travelers to the San Jose
area use cars.
Nissen said that the energy
crisis would accelerate the
trend toward larger jets
which run on a more efficient
fuel per passenger basis.

(reg. 1.15)

GUYS AND GALS, loin, college age
BALLET class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet. Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes,
individual
attention.
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, Dir. 241.1300
INTERESTED IN PLAYING ICE
HOCKEY? Contact Dave 24.1-5591
weekdays after 10 p.m. No prey
raper necessary.
GIRLS: For photographic nude figure
Models Must be cute. All pis in good
taste. No cheesecake or porn $10 Per
session. more if pis are sold. Send
measurements, age, snapshot of
face to R.W. Kingman, 3005 Post
wood Dr S J.. 95132.
SINGLES
WORKSHOP,
Com
municationSelf Awareness. Fri. 8
pm. Dec lath, Sequoia Growth
Center, 12011 Martin Ave. Si. NW
0075
FRIDAY
FLICKS
PRESENTS:
"LADY SINGS THE BLUES. Diana
Ross stars as Billie Holiday, Ian
singer of yesteryear. Dec. 14th In
Morris Dailey thud. 7 &JO pm. Only
SO cents soft drinks TO cents
Presented by Alpha Phi Omega.
"ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS,"
For free Information on lob op
portunities
in
Hawaii
after
graduation write to: Kamaaina
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9468,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820.
FREE XMAS PRESENTS German
Sheperd pups. Will be 6 inks old and
ready for new homes by Xmas. Call
926.5470 days & weekends.
WEDNESDAY FLICKS "IF ..."
Wednesday Dec. 12, Morris Dailey
Aud. 2 shows 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Admission 50c presented by A.S.

FOR SALE

ST. GEORGE ELECTRIC GUITAR
with case, 525. Call Ron 292 2863
week nights
BARGAINS Old Pottery old ieweiry
pint
frames books turn aPPI .
clocks clothes fools radios records
tronks etc Thousands Of Terris to
choose from THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed Oyu Sun
FREE park & admission 1940 S 1St

Across from Admin. Bldg.
HOURS: 6 : 30 am 9 pm Mon. thru Thur.
Fri. till 5 : 00

$40.00
SAN CARLOS AIRPORT

Wednesday Dec. 12th
Flint Center, DeAnza College.
Times:
6:30
9:00

OFFER EXPIRES JAN 23, ’74

Gen. Admissioo $3.00
Students
$2.50
Door prizes and a 3111ShiOn

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c per
pound Any amount Phone 293 2954
PISCEAN IL CO. nes some, the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete heated king site bed .5 10*
as 4103 Four locations I 331 N 1st
287 7030 2 1528 W San Carlos 294
1455 3 Cupertino K Mart Cntr 1001
Sara Sunnyv’Ir Rd 996 1413 4
Oakridoe Mali on Blossom Hill Rd
225 8221
MEN’S NORDICA PLASTIC BUCKLE
SKI SOOTS, 13 B SIO Skis, Head 360.
195 cm with Look Nevada Grand
Prix step in bindings & poles SCO
Ski rack gs. Man’s Hinke. Plastic
buckle boots, size 9’, 110 2617187
SKIS: HEAD STANDARDS, New
bases, escellent condition. 210
centimeters 520 Phone 311 1665

falcon
parachute
& bang
gliding
school

CALL US 592.2220

VALUAOUE COUPON

GARDEN STUDIOS: 8109 & 5119.
Four pools
Laundry, off street
Parking 1319 Sunny Ct. Walk, Bike.
Drive or Bus to SJSU 297 1200.
LA DONNA APTS I bedroom apts
turn 5130 unfurn 1125 w in new
carpets Quiet, near Campus 205 5
4th St Call Ben. 288 8383 or John 356
5708
SENSITIVE GENTLEMAN wishes a
friend and. companion. A sincere
female offered FREE RENT in
exchange for kindness. 290 2300
1 BEDROOM IN MOUSE, 5100.rno.
kitchen prin., color tv, Call Ann 923,
5873
ROOMATE WANTED: To share 2
bedroom Apt near campus. 210 S.
12th St. No. 4 7953786.
STUDIO AND 1 DORM. APTS, for
rent. turn IL unf urn . Near SJSU, call
294 9535 or 2921796

LOST: Turquoise ring on fifth floor
Duncan Hall. Has sentimental value
Please return, call
997 0189
REWARD
LOST: 12 wk old black Lab Puppy Mat
on Nov. 26, near 15th & San Few
nando. R EWA RO for his return. Call
287 6381
LOST: SCHWINN CONTINENTAL.
10 speed brown. My only Iran
spor ta t ion , "borrower" please
return. No questions asked
REWARD Gerry, 293.2953, leave
message
LIBERAL REWARD for Wedding
Ring Black and Gold Free Form
with Diamond Call 293 OMR
REWARD: Briefcase lost RC 209,
Mon. nite, important papers IL
sentimental keepsakes 297.3000,
Ext. 6081

B USINESS ADMINISTRATION
TRAINEE, 3 to $ hrs. daily (hrs.
flexible). Cheerful, energetic young
man with office experience or
education in Bus. Adm to work in
office of male’ meat firm. Some
typing 3040 wpm, record keeping, &
supervisory ability, 52,50 Per hour
start 298.4900 Mrs, Gray.
MASSEUSES WANTED, Work your
onw hours, full or part time, we will
train. Tropical Health Salon, 40919
Fremont Blvd., 657.7262.
OUTGOING STUDENT NEEDED to
help sell at Faire, 12,30-4:30 daily, 52
hr Also need cartoonist, Part, 353
2919

PERSONALS

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Coed
All facilities Or students to 50sh to
10930 single 202 S 11th Phone 293
1274
ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS.
Boys 468 S 6th St & 99 1 9th from
560 shared or S79 pot Girls 182 5
t0th Irons S6S m0 Utilities pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after 4 pm or cII 2950514
SAN
HOUSE Well
located for serious students Maid &
linen serv Color TV Kitchen,
parking 69 50 to 69 SO 237 E San
Fernando 293 634S
TOWNHOUSES, 2 0044r, /111 ma
New Carpel. swimming pool, air
cond free parking & private
balcony Perfect choir, 51 5, 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cult 795 3962
MEN Laren. cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 S 11th St

t al h odd,
i.no
Add

200
250
300
350

so

SO

EUROPE .ISRAEL AFRICA Student
flights all year round CONTACT
iSCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd Apt!
No I L A Calif 90049 TEL 12131
4263649 or 17141 287 3010
FLYING SOON? Well "It pays to be
young with TWA" Your TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford (225 72621 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at III per
cent off with TWA Youth PasSPOrt &
Take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 fOr information after
&CO For reservations call 396-6600
or your local travel agent
FLIGHTS TO MEXICO-Mazatlan:
5249. inclusive 8 days -7 nights incl.
round trip air fare, hotel on the
beach OlUS extras. Puerto Venetia:
S259 inclusive B days7 nights. Incl,
round trip air fare, hotel on beach
full day cruise to ‘fetal., PIM ek.
?rm. Xmas package 12-15, 12.12, 12.
27. Call after Sprn 2744613, Richard,
MI I’M M
FLY ME,
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
Eighth annual un-regimented
student programs. 8 inks Europe 8
inks Israel Europe 6 inks Europe.
Contact Barbara Nevins, Student
Services West. Inc 14001 2870240.
FRIDAY
FLICKS
"LADY SINGS THE BLUES. "
Diana Ross stars as Billie Holiday
{me singer of yesteryear Dec lath
in Morris Dailey Aud.. 7 & 10 Pm
only 50 cents soft drinks TO cents.
Presented by Mena Phi Omega,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

SERVICES
TYPING: Reasonable, experienced &
fast IBM Selectric with sonbOIS
font for technical typing No ecti7nfil
Call 263 2739
STUDENT TYPING 6$ cents Per Page
close to campus Phone WS 1649
RENT A TV OR STEREO, Ire*
delivery, free service Call Eschtt’s
251 2591
I B m
SIONAL TYPIST
Solectrlo $67 2369 Eves

Classified Rates

SI 50
200
250
300

TRANSPORTATION

DAILY

FRIDAY FILCKS
PRESENTS:
"LADY SINGS THE BLUES."
Diana Ross stars as Billie Holiday,
lazz singer of yesteryear. Dec 14th
in Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 pm
Only SO cents soft drinks 20 cents.
Presented by Alpha Phi Omega
WEDNESDAY FLICKS "IF ..."
Wednesday Dec 12, Morris Dailey
thud . 2 shows 7 & 9,30 p.m
Admission 50c presented by A.S

HOUSING

interior
PAINTING:
HOUSE
Exterior Guaranteed to satisfy in
quality IL price. Call 247.1513.

SPARTAN

LOST: Germ. Shep. male, black &
gray. 70 lbs. Lost Sun. Nov, 1 near
9th & Reed. Has choke chain with
flea tag and rabies vac. Tag at
tached
Please call 275 0927
REWARD 530

HOSTESS WANTED
Need Neat,
outgoing girl over 211w work Friday
and Saturday evenings in the area’s
finest billiard lounge Call Ed Strom
between 1100.6:00 296.9347

3 Imes
4 lines
lines
6 Imes

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates Sea
includes gold & white album fa)
color prints of your choice, full set of
slides. BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES Extra full color 11 X
10’s SI 25 each. Staff of 70
photographers make an Elp
pointrnent see our samples
then
decide Open every evening until 10
pm far FREE Bridal Packet Call
257 3161
FRAMING: Custom, creative, per
sonal, unique. Call 326 4623 Ms, R.
Frederick.
PANDA LODGE BOOK STORE 72 E.
San Fernando S.J. Open 12-5 Mon
Sat. 12-7 Wed. Specialize in books on
China. Third world. Minorities in
U.S. handicrafts from Mainland
China.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE,
ELECTRIC, CALL 377-5142 AFTER
1200.
pm MARCIA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast. ac
curate and dependable Mrs Alice
Emmerich 249 3864 Santa Clara

LOST 8. FOUND

MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS for Ice
cream. Candy, soft drink Md.
Arrange a work schedule cow
patable with class schedule 30 to SO
per cent comm. Tropical Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 197 4220.

I.
Jay,

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Dissertations
Reports
Master’s
Marianne Tarnbery
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone. 356 4248 Los Gatos

3 Bedroom; 2 bath: Lake front home;
Carpets: Drapes; Beautiful view!
Lease 266-8689 after a p.m.
GIRL NEEDED TO SHARE LARGE 2
BEDRM. APT, with one Other. 1 blk
from SJSU. 567,50 293-7206.
2 BDRM, 7 BATH FURN, APT. For
rent. 5150. S100 508 S. 11th St. 2947386
HUGE 1 IL 2 BEDROOM APTS. New
carpets, ir block from campus. 439
SO. 4th St. Call 998.5619
SKI LODGE
Sleeps 2040 near
Casinos Available NOW! Cheap
rates. Call 377 7701, 371 9791, 578.1602

1963 FORD GALAXIE V.I. ex cond.
good transportation car, 998.8532,
after 5 p.m. $323.00
HONDA 730, low mileage, ex. con.
dition, $900.offer. 275.1633
FOR SALE 1973 SUZUKI 100. Only 200
miles, excellent condition Most Sell
1300.00 Call 246.3915, 355.7024

On,
dm,

CHILD CARE - PLAY GROUP, my
Old house
big yard, daily inc
holidays flex. hrS. Willow Glen 266
5063
NEAR
TYPING
STUDENT
MERIDIAN AND CURTNER CALL
265.2134
PISCEAN AL CO. comes thru with
complete
bicycle
(10 speed
specialists/ parts. sales & service at
student prices. nearby. Friendly
helpful service We carry Piscean.
Bridgestone.
Regina,
Ross,
Mossberg, Magneet 331 N 1st 387
7030
ASTROLOGY, A complete chart is
constructed & interpreted. Expert
work at a reasonable price 280.6226
TYPING IBM, Near campus 287 4355

LARGE I & 2 Bdrm Apt. 1125. &
155. 0 block from State Quiet
complex, W W carpets, built .in
electric kitchens. pool. Married
5th
couples
N I only. Ph 2860944. 466

HELP WANTED

WATERBEDS
Grand opening
special, complete king size waterbed
with pedestal frame, heater and
thermostat Reg Slit now only SIII
Discount prices on other waterbeds IL
Accessories Downtown Waterbeds,
116W. San Carlos, 287 2000

PEANUT’S

STUDENT RATE:

A full length feature film
of skiing all around the world.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
TIRED OF
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS.
Originators of Student Auto
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years. No student refused Call 289.
116111 or stop by 404 S 3rd St., second
floor (3rd & San Salvador)
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for) 0 GPA low nonsmoker
rates also Days 948.0173, Eve. 24113873
’61 VW Bus, runs good. carpeted,
paneled, clean, 24 mpg, new elec
Weal system S4/15.0est, 245,1373

VITAMINS
COSMETICS, photo.
finishing &tablet Strange things. At
bill’s College Pharmacy.
Most major brands of quality stereo
components available at dealer cost
plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
equipment periodic specials below
dealer cost 252 2028 after S p m
WINEMAKING EQUIPMENT &
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection of foreign &
domestic wines & beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N ofh 295 7438
with
WARM YOUR .COCKLERS
Dean Swift fancy Sniff ing Snuff,
Send name, etc. for free samples.
Dean Swift Ltd Box 1009 San
Francisco, CA 94126

includes Italian spaghetti tossed green salad
with choice of dressing and garlic bread.

\

"SKIING’S GREAT"

B LACKLIGHT POSTERS II SO,
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT S23.95
2 FOOT S18.95 AND 18 INCHES
111.99, STROBE L !GUTS SI9.99. GAS
GLO BULBS 5350, PATCHES 15c &
UP.
LEATHER
GOODS
&
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
25
STICKS 29c PIPES 51.00 & UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS IS 95 & UP,
SHIRTS 5200.
EACH, IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 75c EACH.
BROOKS, 80 E San Fernando 1 FIlk
from SJSU Phone 292 0,409
Will YANG WATERBEDS
Special
student discount with purchase of 2 or
more waterbeds. 2331 So, 7th St. 99115660, 2365 Stevens Creek Blvd. 998
3000. 24 E. Campbell Ave.. Campbell
378 nue
NOAH’S ARK WATERBED COM.
PANT
Opening Sale -Student
discounts, high quality, low prices. 9
to 9 All new, guaranteed, custom
work, 86 Keyes St. near 3rd 289 8451,
CUSTOM TAPING FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 track. 8 track, reel to
reel. Same day service whenever
possible. The Arkade, 248 S. 1st.
downtown Si.
AIRBRUSH - new, never used.
Thayer Chandler Model AA with
case. Paid $52. Will sell for 530. 2255030
KENMORE SEWING MACHINE
Straight stitch only 563. one year old.
Call Gabrielle 277-8754 after 6pth
MIRANDA SENSOMAT-RE SOS.
400mm
lens 540.
Honeywell
Strobanar 771 155. Call Bryan after
Sipm 998 8160
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Check a Classification
L

Annoonsmnients
Automotive
For Sale

ST:

BETVVEEN 6TH & 7TH.
BLOCK SO of SCHOOL
aa

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TO GO

POOL TABLES

Sb

FILM: ’It" will be shown at 7 30 Pm. and
10 p ni in Morns Dailey Auditorium.
Adnossion is 50 rents

of Cupertino
Presents

p.m. in Room A of the
Spartan Cafeteria.
Kosinski’s book deals with
personal relationships in
socialist
and
Western
governments.

Class debate

SPAGHETTI FEED TODAY
ONLY 854

Wilson. He is a member of
the committee that is setting
up the life-sized match.
He said the campus chess
club is also participating by
providing two expert-rated
players, John Petersen and
Gary Radke.

Book Talk to take ’Steps’

In further class presenissues
the
tations,
surrounding airport expansion will be explored
again with the idea of
reconciling differing
viewpoints. A "final compromise" will mark the end
of the exercise.

404 S. Third St.

WHERE
IT’S AT

ANY MOUNTAIN Ltd.

A staunch backer of expanded airport plans, Nissen
said that a larger airport is
essential to accomodate a
large increase in airport
traffic.

/CAMPUS
INSURANCE
SERVICE

The San Jose Peace
Center, 300 S. 10th St., urges
conscientious objectors to
apply for benefits through
the SJSU registrars office.
"Those interested should
apply now," a spokesman for
the center said, "as benefits
may be retroactive from the
date the Supreme Court
decision is announced this
spring."
The SJSU registrar’s office has indicated appropriate papers to apply for
the benefits (VA form 2219901 are on hand.
For further information,
call the San Jose Peace
Center at 297-2299.

human playing pieces

Nader gets tax break

CSIS

In the case of Robinson vs.
Johnson, the federal judge
ruled alternate service
should be considered "active
duty" within the meaning of
the law which grants
benefits to veterans of active
military service.
No benefits will be granted
to conscientious objectors,
however, until after the U.S.
Supreme Court hears the
government’s appeal of the
case. A decision is expected
next spring.
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9:30-9:30 Mon. -Sat.

Get in

’COME AS YOU ARE’
’PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD*
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PART

Christmas Spirit

SILBER

f

We’ve got beautiful
fashions in all sizes, )
.
from sportswear to
dressy clothes.
.1

.SAN REMO’S ITALIAN.

For any occasion,
you’ll find just
the right item
for yourself
or that special
someone.

LINGS CHINESE.
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ibeautygue
crystal
and utility, destined to become important
family pieces A "Dampierre" vas, 6
high. $61 B "Nogent" compote 5 ..
in diameter, $61 C "2 Colombes" ash
tray, $32 D "Rossignol" ash tray, $30
Do Something Beautiful

Baggy

4 -111#110,

restaurant
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PEPE’S MEXICAN.
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KINGSMAN HOF-BRAU

world’s

’

knits
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PICCADILLY FISH & PIE.
KATHYS BROILER.

CRYSTAL- CLEAR
AND CRYSTAL-FROST’
,

Latest
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1 2:00-5:00 Sun.
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DONUT HOLE.
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Tully Road, East

EAT WHAT YOU WANT*
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Enjoy your Christmas shopping.

lb A.-AP

Stop anytime for lunch or dinner and
order any two items with your choice

CHINESE !MIEN
OF HAWAII

11

east ridge

SIZE5 ZMSHOPS

carry. From Levi’s for
gals. To Levi’s Sta-Prest’
pants. Good trip.

will

NIlf

glamoura

Make it to the Gap.
For the world’s greatest
selection of Levi’s’.
Over 4 tons per store.
Levi’s-that’s all we

of fried rice or chow mein, for only
S1.10. Merry Christmas from Patti’s!

0e

for all
and
Christmas Occasions

N.,

Mon. -Sat. 11a.m.-9p.m. Sun 12-5p.m.
TAKE OUT 238-2000
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Eastridge
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.

Speed tufting tool
24x27 starter frame
one 2’x3’ or 18"x48" pattern
13 skeins polyester rug yarn
24 fluid oz latex
one 4 oz bag edge binding adhesive
complete instructions
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Be decked...dazzled...ieweled. Be
this season’s holiday highlight.
Arrive at the party gowned in one
of our softly flowing dresses. Shop
our collection of formal looks that
shine.

SPEED
TUFTING TOOL
It makes a 2’x3’ rug in less than 6 hours
It comes with complete instructions
It is unconditionally guaranteed against defects
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DRESSES

and many of your Christmas gifts
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Make Your Own!
Rugs, Tapestries, Purses
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238-0440

LOWER LEVEL
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trip.
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If you wear a small sizesizes 1-3-5-7-9
we’ve got your numbed

at L ii,e4

IAA’S
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open year ’round
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"SPEED TUFTING SUPPLIES
FOR THE HOME CRAFTSMAN"

1111 CRUTERS

Ita,bins

fisSions

323 EASTRIDGE MALL
Upper Level
ImallAnualKAIA
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